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ABSTRACT
Over the past few decades, international containerized shipping has evolved to become the
main artery of global trade, providing both convenient and inexpensive access to goods
from markets around the world. Yet the very size and efficiencies that have made
container shipping such an attractive means of transport have also created a system that is
highly vulnerable to terrorist exploitation.
This paper outlines the current initiatives taken by both the public and private sector to
address the security vulnerabilities in the container industry. The solution targets three
main areas for security: documentation/information, physical security, and inspections.
The technology utilized to improve the physical security of the container can also be used
to track shipments and secure the container from pilferage. This generates a win-win
relationship between enhancing container security while improving supply chain
information and control. An economic model is used to demonstrate the cost savings and
cost avoidance from the information and control provided by security technologies. The
savings to shippers more than offsets the cost of implementing these technologies. This is
a valuable approach to solving the problem of container security because it concurrently
provides incentive to the private sector and protects global interests.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Hauke Kite-Powell
Title: Research Specialist, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Lecturer, Department of Ocean Engineering
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 have had a major impact on the overall
security of the United States. Specifically, supply chain security has become a primary
focus due to its vulnerability and global implications. The United States has 95,000 miles
of open shoreline, 361 ports, and a 3.5 million square mile exclusive economic zone.
Shipboard containers make up 95% of the cargo tonnage moving in and out of the country.
Each year, more than 7,500 commercial vessels make approximately 51,000 port calls,
unloading over 7 million marine containers. According to the U.S. Department of
Commerce, container cargo will quadruple in the next 20 years to approximately 30
million containers per year (Williscroft 2003).
Such conditions constitute an open invitation to terrorists around the world, who
are rapidly gaining access to extremely dangerous weapons and materials. The Brookings
Institution has estimated that if one of these containers housed a Weapon of Mass
Destruction (WMD) it would have the potential to kill up to one million people. The
secondary impacts would be catastrophic as well. It is likely that the ensuing panic would
force the closure of other U.S. ports and hamper trade for years. The Institution forecast
that the financial impact of such an event would exceed $1 trillion (Davey 2002).
Robert Bonner, U.S. Customs Commissioner, best summarized the goal in a speech
given shortly after the attacks: "We must reaffirm the importance of knowing your
customer and consider the overall 'air-tightness' of your supply chain, from factory floor,
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to loading dock, to transportation to our border. Every single link in that chain must be
made more secure against the terrorist threat."
Therefore, this thesis has four primary goals:
1. To provide a current look at the container sector of the
transportation industry and the inherent vulnerabilities.
2. To introduce and examine the current security initiatives and
programs to address these vulnerabilities.
3. To study the practical solutions and the challenges of implementing
them.
4. To demonstrate the win-win relationship between enhancing
container security while improving supply chain information and
control.
Background
In response to this challenge, several legislative and industry initiatives have been
launched over the past two years including the creation of the Transportation Security
Administration (TSA), the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT), the
U.S. Customs Container Security Initiative (CSI), and the Smart and Secure Tradelane
Initiative (SST).
Many indirect costs and secondary impacts have hit the container industry due to
the terrorist attacks and the implemented heightened security over the past two years.
Trade security becomes more critical as each supply chain becomes increasingly
distributed and global. Not surprisingly, the early adopters of trade security programs are
multi-billion dollar corporations that have a global presence and depend on the
"frictionless" flow of goods and information. The charter members of C-TPAT, for
12
example, include General Motors, Ford, Daimler-Chrysler, Target Corporation, Motorola,
BP America, and Sara Lee.
Arguably, the primary driving force behind trade security is money. The
investment required to create a more secure supply chain is easily justified when compared
to the costs associated with experiencing longer, unpredictable lead-times or acute
disruptions. Among other things, these costs come in the form of (ARC 2002):
" Additional inventory
" Slowing or shutting down production lines
- Lost revenue due to stock-outs or missed promotions
" Longer cash-to-cash cycles
" Higher insurance rates
* Increased transportation costs (e.g. more expedited shipments)
For a multi-billion dollar company, these costs can exceed hundreds of millions of dollars.
Simply stated, the financial impact of supply chain disruptions is felt by everyone, from
suppliers to end-consumers.
There is currently a tremendous amount of work being done in exploring the issues
of supply chain security and its economic impact on various groups. For the companies
which offer carrier services there is great potential for valuable knowledge, transparency,
and reliability due to tracking and security. These benefits can be offered through a
number of different electronic means.
The cost of this type of off-the-shelf technology such as radio frequency
identification (RFID) tags, global positioning systems (GPS), electronic seals (e-seals),
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readers, and signposts and the capital required to implement them is currently, relatively
high. With increased production, time, and competition the cost of these devices will
decline. There is also the possibility that legislation could intervene and mandate a certain
amount of accountability or security verification for each container. In the airline industry,
each person pays a ten dollar security fee for every plane ticket purchased. A similar
scheme could be implemented for the container industry. For example, the government
could collect a security fee per container and use it to subsidize security equipment and
U.S. Customs' efforts used throughout the world. On the other hand, there are several
different areas in which there is a potential for cost savings to the carriers and to individual
companies who install these tracking devices and as a result have the ability to operate a
more efficient supply chain.
From a different perspective, if a terrorist attack were to occur, the devastation on
the global economy and on global supply chains could be disastrous. No one would lose
more than the carrier companies themselves. Tradelanes and shipping ports could be
gridlocked or even shut down for an overwhelming amount of time. This is another
incentive to invest in these new technologies to help automate and secure the world's
supply chain.
Procedure
This discussion will begin with a review of the vulnerability of the container
industry. There is a high demand throughout the country to protect us from another
terrorist attack and to specifically secure the millions of containers which enter our country
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each year. The possible consequences of a container attack could be disastrous and
paralyzing to our economy. The resonating effects of such an attack will also be explored.
Then, the current initiatives and response which has already been taken over the
past two and a half years will be introduced and their approach to the overall solution will
be described.
Once the vulnerability and current approaches have been presented, the solution
will be explored through the three most critical areas of the container security industry:
1. Cargo Certification and Documentation
2. Physical Security
3. Inspections
These areas will be explored while discussing the impact of their solutions and the
challenges that each aspect exemplifies.
Finally, there will be a study of the economic impacts due to enhanced security. A
win-win template will be presented, which shows the benefits in supply chain management
that are incurred when container security and visibility are improved.
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CHAPTER 2: VULNERABILITY AND SECURITY DEMAND
Background
Prior to the attacks on September 11, 2001, supply chain security concerns were
primarily focused on controlling theft, and reducing contraband such as illegal drugs,
illegal immigrants, and the export of stolen products. Supply chain security fell within the
jurisdiction of the Department of Transportation (DOT).
As a result of these attacks, the United States sustained an enormous economic and
societal disruption. The possibility of another attack rippled through every facet of our
economy. Security has become a top concern and a primary focus for both the public and
private sectors. Future terrorists are inspired by the seeming ease with which America
could be attacked and encouraged by the devastating blow that is delivered through such
actions. Not only is loss of life their target, but also the economic and public psyche
effects which accompany an attack.
"On September 11 th, we observed nineteen men wielding box-
cutters force the United States to do to itself, what no adversary could
ever accomplish: a successful blockade of the U.S. economy. If a
surprise terrorist attack were to happen tomorrow involving sea, rail,
or truck transportation systems that carry millions of tons of trade to
the United States each day, the response would likely be the same
self-imposed global embargo. Trade security should be a global
priority; the system for moving goods affordably and reliably around
the world is ripe for exploitation and vulnerable to mass disruption by
terrorists (Flynn 2003)."
In the United States there are 361 ports, 95,000 miles of coastline, 25,000 miles of
navigable waterways, 4,000,000 miles of exclusive economic zone. Over 200 million
containers move through ports throughout the world each year. World Shipping Council
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(WSC) estimates underscore the magnitude of the potential problem: approximately 800
oceangoing liners and their multinational crews make more than 22,000 port calls in the
United States each year. Consisting primarily of container ships and roll-on/roll-off
vessels, these liners from every part of the globe deliver to the United States approximately
7.8 million containers of imported cargo per year - an average of 20,000 containers per
day - and these numbers are growing dramatically (Koch 2002).
At the Los Angeles-Long Beach port complex, for example, one of the nation's
largest and busiest port facilities, officials estimate that port traffic will double over the
next two decades. The planned mile-long wharfs will accommodate up to six new
generation cargo vessels with the capacity to carry as many as 15,000 containers. Dozens
of computerized cranes will offload these containers onto endless lines of 18-wheelers and
hundreds of trains (Sahagun 2002).
The container industry is a system designed for high efficiency and rapid transit
through the logistics system. However, it is not an industry designed for security. Speed
and cost are the motivating force behind the industry's explosive growth and sustained
success. There are no economic incentives to inspect the cargo or to generate additional
paperwork beyond what is necessary to move containers through the various steps in the
supply chain. The huge volume of containers entering into the U.S. everyday, and the
typically lax controls over cargo packing provide ample opportunities to introduce a
weapon into a container at several points within the transportation process. Prior to
September 1 1 th, only 2% of all containers entering the U.S. were being inspected. Unless
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some vast changes are made to the current system in place, a weapon could easily transit
through a U.S. port undetected.
An attack on a U.S. port would cause serious economic damage, but the threat is
not restricted to just the ports. From the port, containers are transported throughout the
country on an expansive logistics network including truck, rail, and inland waterways.
Several thousand containers move along major transportation routes daily, thus exposing
numerous urban centers and facilities such as nuclear power plants, chemical and oil
refineries, hazardous material storage sites, and key transportation infrastructure to an
attack (Binnendijk 2002). Along the Houston Ship Channel, for example, there are 150
such sites that may be vulnerable (Hollings 2001).
A terrorist could use a simple mechanical triggering device or even more
sophisticated technology based on a global positioning system (GPS). Suddenly,
intermodal containers have become potential weapon delivery systems, a "poor man's"
missile. Using advanced technology, a number of containers, perhaps arriving on opposite
coasts, might be configured to attack selected targets in different parts of the country with
near simultaneity. Weapons delivered by such means would put at risk a large number of
lives, significant infrastructure, public and business confidence, trade, and prosperity.
Potentially, an attack of this nature could shut down global trade for a prolonged period of
time.
The characteristics of a specific container threat are based on the
type of weapon that might be employed, the probability that terrorists
would have access to their weapon of choice, and the likelihood of
using a seaborne container as the means of delivery. The container
itself seems ideally suited for mounting a terrorist attack. The
abundant cargo space of the international standard 8-foot-by-8-foot
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container, which ranges in length from 20 to 48 feet, and most
commonly found in 40 foot lengths, affords a convenient vehicle to
convey both large devices, in which the container itself may be part
of the weapon. Furthermore, small concealed devices intended for
receipt and use by an agent in country could be hidden within a
shipment of goods. Thus, nuclear, radiological, and large
conventional explosive devices could be employed as well as
chemical, biological, or smaller conventional devices (Binnendijk
2002).
Vulnerability Investigation
ABC News conducted an investigation in July of 2002 to see if American
authorities could stop the shipment of radioactive material. The test demonstrated
important shortcomings in the Customs' screening process. On July 4, 2002, in a train
station in Europe, a suitcase containing fifteen pounds of depleted uranium, shielded by a
steel pipe with lead lining, began a secret 25-day, seven-country journey. Its destination
was the United States.
It was the kind of uranium that, if highly enriched, would, by some estimates,
provide about half the material required for a crude nuclear device and more than enough
for a so-called "dirty bomb". The depleted uranium packed in the suitcase, as shown in
Figure 1, was not highly enriched and therefore not dangerous, but similar in many other
key respects. In other words, to the human eye or to an x-ray scanner, the depleted
uranium would look similar to an actual radioactive shipment.
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Figure 1 - Fifteen pounds of depleted
uranium shielded by a steel pipe with a
lead lining (Ross 2003).
Starting in Austria on July 4th, the suitcase began its journey by rail, traveling first
across the border to Hungary, where the passengers' passports were checked, but there was
no inspection of the suitcase. From there, it was on to Romania, through the Transylvania
Alps, across the fields of Bulgaria and into Turkey, all without even one inspection of the
suitcase. This is precisely the route and the method authorities say has been used in the
past to transport radioactive material smuggled out of the former Soviet Union.
Throughout the 47-hour European rail trip, the suitcase, packed with depleted uranium, sat
untouched on a rack in the cabin. There was no evidence of radiation detectors in use
anywhere.
The suitcase traveled all the way to Istanbul, Turkey, which is considered a hub of
the world's nuclear black market. Dr. Fritz Steinhausler, of Stanford University in
California and the University of Salzburg in Austria, an expert in weapons trafficking who
has compiled a database of nuclear-smuggling incidents, described it as "a crossroad
between a leaking Central Asian region and possibly a receptive Middle East".
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Turkish authorities report they have detected more than 100 cases of such
attempted smuggling in the last few years. The investigating team was doing what some
law enforcement officials say al Qaeda terrorists have known how to do for years.
Documents in Arabic seized from one of Usama Bin Laden's top aides five years ago show
he apparently planned to use shipping containers packed with sesame seeds as part of a
plan to smuggle high-grade radioactive material into the United States.
Hours after the investigating team's arrival in Istanbul, the suitcase of radioactive
material was prepared for shipment by sea to the United States. The suitcase was placed
inside an ornamental Turkish chest that was carefully marked as containing depleted
uranium, in case inspectors discovered it. Then, in the middle of a busy Istanbul street, the
chest itself was crated and nailed shut. The crate containing the suitcase was then nestled
alongside crates of huge vases and Turkish horse carts in a large metal shipping container
that was ordered from a company that arranges shipments to the United States.
The company hired to handle the shipping did not know, nor did its workers check
to see, what was inside the crate. The container, with the suitcase inside, left Istanbul on
July IOth, bound for the Port of New York, where U.S. Customs Service officials have very
publicly claimed they have made huge improvements to prevent anything radioactive from
getting through.
At 2 a.m. on July 2 9 th, the ship carrying this suitcase cleared the Verrazano Bridge
and entered New York Harbor. At this point, no one had asked a single question about
what was in the container. A weapon smuggled in this way could be armed in advance and
ready to fire, using the ship as the delivery device. The ship carrying the container was
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tied up at the Staten Island dock in New York, where the Customs officials have claimed
that there is a state-of-the-art system in place to detect even a small, low-level amount of
radioactive material.
Although the shipping container holding the suitcase was selected by Customs for
additional screening, it sailed right through the inspection and left the port without ever
being opened by Customs inspectors. A few days after its arrival in the United States, the
container was on the back of a truck headed for New York City.
Finally, the container was taken to a New York Port Authority warehouse on Pier
No. 1, just across the river from lower Manhattan, at the foot of the Brooklyn Bridge.
When the crate was pulled out, it was easy to see it had never been opened since leaving
Istanbul. Port Authority police are assigned to this warehouse facility, but there are no
radiation detectors there and no one asked about the unusual shipment in a container full of
Turkish horse carts. This investigative test demonstrated many important shortcomings of
the Customs' screening process and the security of the entire supply chain one year after
the attacks on September 11th (Ross 2003).
Potential Implications
The effects of an attack through the use of a shipping container would greatly
depend on the type of weapon used and the location of such an attack. However, one thing
is certain: if a container were used as a means of attacking the United States, all ports in
the U.S. would shut down for an indefinite period of time. The economic impact of such
an incident would be far reaching and extremely devastating.
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On October 1, 2002, the International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU)
representing nearly 11,000 dockworkers on the west coast went on strike. Every port on
the West Coast was idled by a bitter, escalating contract feud between shipping companies
and dockworkers that had enormous effects on the national economy. Not only were
11,000 dockworkers forced off their jobs, but 29 ports from San Diego to Seattle were
paralyzed during their busiest time of the year. Giant cranes that lift cargo containers from
docked ships did not move. Containers filled with an array of merchandise were not
opened. In a time when more and more companies rely upon Just-in-Time (JIT) logistics
to replenish their warehouses as well as reduce inventories and safety stocks, the stoppage
in shipments was even more overwhelming.
The strike lasted eleven days, before President George W. Bush ended it with a
court order based upon the Taft-Hartley Act. It was estimated that each day the ports on
the west coast were shut down it cost the American economy over $1 billion per day. By
the time the longshoremen resumed work, the damage to the economy was nearly $20
billion (Rosynsky 2002).
The U.S. economy is based on a free flow of goods. All businesses, big or small,
rely in some manner upon movement of goods through the world's logistic systems.
Various experts have estimated that the cost to the U.S. economy of port closures due to
the discovery or detonation of WMDs could be significant. For example, in May 2002, the
Brookings Institution estimated that costs associated with U.S. port closures resulting from
a detonated WMD could amount to $1 trillion (O'Hanlon 2002). Estimating the cost of
discovering an undetonated WMD at a U.S. seaport, as shown in Figure 2, Booz, Allen and
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Hamilton reported in October 2002 that a 12-day closure would cost approximately $58
billion (Gerencser 2002)
70 1 Day 1: Ports of Los Angeles and Savannah shut down 60
60 A50
6 Day4: Customs closes all ports and border crossings
Day 12: U.S. ports reopen 4
c 50
40
Day 20: Railcar explodes in Chicago; 24 hour stand-down
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30 Day 26: Ports return to normal schedule, inspection rate
20 8
20 Day 52: Vessel backlog cleared
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Source: Booz Allen Hamilton L
Figure 2 - Potential Economic Impact (Gerencser 2002)
Summary
Over the past few decades, international containerized shipping has evolved to
become the main artery of global trade, providing both convenient and inexpensive access
to goods from markets around the world. Yet the very size and efficiencies that have made
container shipping such an attractive means of transport have also created a system that is
highly vulnerable to terrorist exploitation. Figure 3 helps outline a few of the numerous
steps in a supply chain and some points of potential vulnerability.
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Figure 3 - Container Supply Chain Vulnerabilities (GAO 2003)
Unless fundamental changes in the practices of the current system are introduced,
the possibility of seaborne container terrorism will remain a significant threat. However,
proposals to alter current container shipping business practices must balance security
concerns with economic imperatives, lest global commerce be severely disrupted.
These are the implications and the extent to which the container industry affects the
U.S. economy and our day-to-day life. It is clear that something must be done to help
secure this industry and prevent terrorists from using it as a means of attacking our
homeland.
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CHAPTER 3: CURRENT INITIATIVES
Background
In response to the obvious vulnerability of the container industry to a terrorist
attack, many changes have been made within the U.S. government, and a number of
different initiatives have been launched to address this problem and develop a practical
solution. Right now, none of these initiatives has changed the intermodal transportation
environment sufficiently to fundamentally reduce the vulnerability of the cargo container
as a means of terrorism. However, all are important advances for building an effective risk
management approach to container security. This is a good foundation which simply did
not exist prior to September 11, 2001.
Government Reorganization
The first reform introduced by the government addressing transportation security,
following September 1 1th, was the signing of the Aviation and Transportation Security Act
on November 19, 2001. The Act created the Transportation Security Administration
(TSA), which initially was part of the DOT. Furthermore, on November 25, 2002
President George W. Bush signed the Homeland Security Act of 2002. This was a major
reform and reorganization attempting to unite the many different agencies which work
towards the security of the United States into one department known as The Department of
Homeland Security (DHS). In terms of container security, the United States Coast Guard
(USCG) and TSA were both moved from the DOT to the newly created DHS.
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Operation Safe Commerce (OSC)
In February of 2002, Operation Safe Commerce (OSC) was initiated as a private-
public partnership in the New England area. This project examined end-to-end supply
chain security for a containerized shipment entering the Northeastern United States from
Eastern Europe. The project identified potential supply chain security weaknesses. The
first phase of the project focused on the safety of the New England region serving as a
prototype test of cargo container security issues that could have a worldwide application.
Using ideas developed by former USCG Commander Stephen Flynn, Ph.D., the theory of
OSC is to push back the borders of the U.S. for cargo container security purposes to the
shipping containers' point of origin overseas. The goal of the program is to provide
security while not impeding international commerce.
Commercially available technology was chosen to track and monitor a test
container from Slovakia to Hillsborough, New Hampshire. Electronic monitoring devices
were installed at five locations along the route of travel. A GPS transceiver and data
logger, seal, and intrusion detection device were also installed on the container itself. The
container was then loaded from the Osram Sylvania plant in Nove Zamky, Slovakia to the
Osram Sylvania plant in Hillsborough, New Hampshire.
The purpose of the tracking technology is to make sure the container is not diverted
from its trip to its intended destination. The purpose of the intrusion detection device is to
make sure that no one opens the container to insert weapons or other items that may be a
potential threat to national security. The project identified many, major, potential supply
chain security weaknesses within their current conveyance, physical, and procedural
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security practices. The detailed results and conclusions are unavailable due to their
sensitivity. However, the proposed solutions were all aimed at improving visibility and
control throughout the entire chain. Therefore, due to the initial results of OSC Phase I,
OSC Phase I was launched in November of 2002.
OSC Phase II includes federal, state, and local governments, along with industry
partners all collaborating on the security initiative. Congress, through the 2002
Supplemental Appropriations Act, provided $28 million in funding for OSC Phase II to
improve the security of container shipments through pilot projects involving the United
States' three largest container ports of entry, Los Angeles/Long Beach, New York/New
Jersey, and Seattle/Tacoma. Projects consist of representation from all components of the
supply chain, including ports and their feeder locations, overseas customers and port
partners, and the shipping lines serving these locations (Steigman 2002).
Eighteen projects have been selected for OSC Phase II, which focus on container
supply chain security shortcomings, from the point of origin to the point of destination.
They examine technologies and practices while testing innovative solutions in an
operational environment. The projects scrutinize supply chain security through container
tracking and tracing technology, non-intrusive detection strategies, and improved seal
concepts. Only off-the-shelf technologies were utilized for the studies.
One of several OSC Phase II projects currently underway across the U.S. is known
as "Boston - A Model Port". This initiative is examined in more depth due to available,
unclassified information as well as its small-scale resemblance of container ports across the
country.
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This initiative has brought together various federal, state, local, and industry
representatives with a stake in maintaining an effective maritime transportation system in
and around Boston, Massachusetts. The initiative has garnered executive level support and
participation from important government and political leaders, including USCG District
Commander, the Mayor of Boston, Boston's Police and Fire Commissioners, the Port
Director for Customs, the Director of Massachusetts' Office of Commonwealth Security,
the Director of Massachusetts Emergency Management Agency, and other important
officials. The overall goal of the initiative is to enhance port and transportation security
while facilitating commerce. The concept for the "Boston - A Model Port" initiative was
developed over several months during the early part of 2002. From April 2002 to October
2002, the work groups met on numerous occasions, ultimately determining a baseline
security assessment and then identifying areas for improvement.
The container work group, led by U.S. Customs and Border Protection (USCBP),
was focused on developing security measures and supply chain efficiencies to be employed
in handling, transferring, storing, and transporting of containers through the Port of
Boston. P.W. Conley Terminal is Boston's only container terminal, located in South
Boston directly across the Reserved Channel from the Black Falcon Cruise Ship Terminal.
The number of imported containers averages 3,000 per month while exports average 1,000
per month. The terminal receives feeder services from Halifax, Nova Scotia and New
York City weekly, container ships from Europe and Asia, and services approximately 200
container vessels per year (OSC 2003).
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Positive Findings and Progress Made:
* U.S. Customs has dedicated two X-ray trucks in Boston. Typically a very high
percentage (100% of targeted containers and on the order of 60% of all remaining
containers) are screened as they are offloaded at the terminal
o Note: The Automated Targeting System (ATS) is constantly being refined
by Customs, but the most recent reports indicate that 5.4% of containers are
targeted by ATS (Koch 2004)
* Held demonstration at Conley terminal to familiarize all group members with
containers, terminology, and the X-ray truck. Planning for container vessel
familiarization tour for the same purpose
* U.S. Customs has received new technology - radiation isotope detectors, telescopic
cameras, that will assist in positive and rapid identification of potential weapons of
mass destruction (WMD) sources
* U.S. Customs and USCG developing offshore intercept/evaluation of specified
containers targeted under the automated targeting system (ATS)
* U.S. Customs has the ability to obtain information on any given container at any time
Table 1 - Boston, A Model Port Areas for Improvement (OSC 2003)
Areas For Improvement Method Notes
Need a container stripping facility on the Build stripping facility at Requires Funding
seaport terminal to avoid "dangerous" Conley Terminal
containers being transported through
populated areas to stripping facility
Seal verification is not always an effective -Find other ways to assure
way to ensure container has not been integrity
accessed (can get in w/o breaking the seal) -Don't rely on seals
Need to track history of containers Obtain shipping company Beyond requirements of
themselves beyond last few port calls equipment tracking records Customs' national
initiatives like CSI, C-
TPAT, etc.
Export container screening Install fixed x-ray or detection Requires funding; traffic
system at gate flow issues
All agencies w/ container jurisdiction should Conduct Multi-Agency strike
be educated on all container related force operation/awareness
programs session
Need contingency plan for when anomaly Work with consequence
detected in a container (radiation, etc.) prior management group
to installing any type of fixed device
At sea container inspection w/ new Develop CG/Customs at-sea Need criteria; commerce
technologies interception capability flow issues
Point of Origin foreign facility security TBD - Work with U.S. Focus on Canada first
assessment for container vessels Customs to assess container
facilities overseas
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The "Boston - A Model Port" study was an effective approach to addressing
security needs. Not only did the study raise the level of security in Boston's port, but it
created a set of best practices which can be used as a benchmark for the rest of the country.
Container Security Initiative (CSI)
The Container Security Initiative (CSI) has been another highly funded project to
address security issues. The general goal, very much like OSC, is to enhance container
security without impeding the free flow of goods. CSI represents a true paradigm shift by
changing the focus of inspection from the arrival port to the loading port. The result is to
identify and intercept dangerous cargo and improve cooperation among our key trade
partners in advancing this vital agenda. CSI consists of four core elements (Ridge 2003):
1. Identifying "high-risk" containers, through the use of advance information, before
they are loaded on board vessels destined for America. This cargo includes
containers that may conceal - based on intelligence and risk-targeting principles -
terrorist weapons.. .or even terrorists.
2. Pre-screening the "high-risk" containers at the foreign CSI port before they are
shipped to the U.S.
3. Using detection technology to pre-screen high-risk containers, including both
radiation detectors and large-scale x-ray-type imaging equipment, so that the
security inspection can be done quickly without slowing down the flow of
legitimate cargo.
4. Using smarter, "tamper-evident" containers - containers at the port of arrival that
indicate to USCBP officers whether cargo has been tampered with after security
screening overseas.
A critical element in the success of this program will be the availability of advance
information to perform sophisticated targeting. CSI is meaningless unless the risk
assessment can be accomplished by an inspector in a loading port. That data must arrive in
time for an inspector to analyze it and to follow up on any questions that may arise. The
U.S. Customs' new "24 hour rule", requiring the submittal of a cargo manifest one day
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prior to loading in a foreign port, will help provide additional time to gather this
information and process it.
CSI was launched in January of 2002 by the USCBP. As a first step, USCBP
determined the top 10 "mega-ports", see Table 2, that send containers to the U.S., and
contacted the governments in these locations to solicit their participation in the CSI. The
locations were identified based on their volume of sea container traffic destined for the
U.S.; however, the CSI approach should not be restricted to only these locations. Risk
assessments and trade analysis will play an important part in future deployments, and
increased security measures are vital to the operations of any port in today's environment.
Table 3 shows the U.S. top 10 ports for importing containers.
Table 2 - Top 10 Foreign Ports, by Number of U.S.-bound Containers, 2001 (GAO 2003)
Percentage of total
Number of U.S.- containerized U.S.-bound
Foreign ports bound containers cargo. by volume
Hong Kong, China 558,600 9.8
Shanghai. China 330,600 5.8
Singapore 330,300 5.8
Kaohsiung, Taiwan 319,200 q.3
Rotterdari, The Netherlands 290,700 5 1
Pusan. South Korea 285,000 5.0
Brernerhaven. Gernany 256,500 4.5
Tokyo. Japan 159,600 2.8
Genoa, Italy 119,700 2.1
Yantian, China 114,000 2.0
Total (top 10 ports) 2,764,500 48.5
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Table 3 - Top 10 U.S. Ports, by Number of U.S.-bound Containers, 2002 (GAO 2003)
Number of U.S.- Percentage of total containerized U.S.-
U.S. ports bound containers bound cargo, by volume
Los Angeles 1,774,000 24.7
Long Beach 1,371,000 19.1
New York-New Jersey 1.044,000 14.6
Charleston 376,000 5.2
Sawiannah 312,000 4.3
Norfolk 306,000 4.3
Seattle 284,000 4.0
Taconia 273,000 3.8
Oakland 268,000 3.7
Houston 233.000 3.3
Total itop 10) 6,241,000 87.0
Today, the top 20 ports account for 68% of all cargo containers arriving at U.S.
seaports. Through July of 2003, the Commissioner of CSI, Robert Bonner, had
successfully enlisted nineteen of the twenty busiest ports in the world to participate in CSI.
Additionally, to be eligible for CSI, ports must meet the minimum standards for the
program. That is, they have to have the detection equipment, the capacity, and the will to
implement CSI with USCBP and DHS.
CSI involves stationing USCBP officers at foreign seaports to do the actual
targeting and identification of "high-risk" containers. The basic premise is to extend the
zone of security outward, so that American seaports and borders become the last line of
defense, not the first. The country can ill afford to focus exclusively on domestic ports.
According to Customs officials, the most important benefits of CSI derive from the
collocation of U.S. Customs officials with foreign customs officials (GAO 2003). Prior to
the implementation of CSI, Customs officials in U.S. ports screened container data using
the ATS and inspected "high-risk" containers on their arrival in the United States. With
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the placement of officials overseas, Customs expects that the added value of real-time
information sharing will improve Customs' ability to target "high-risk" containers. For
example, using the ATS, U.S. Customs officials may identify unfamiliar consignees that
have been flagged as "high-risk" but are later determined not to be high risk based on the
host customs' knowledge and experiences. Customs' presence overseas is intended to help
ensure that containers identified as "high-risk" are inspected prior to arrival in the United
States. In addition, Customs hopes that the collocation of its officials with foreign customs
officials will result in relationships that enhance cooperation and intelligence sharing
(GAO 2003).
The screening at CSI ports will in most cases take place during "down time" while
containers wait at the port terminal prior to being loaded onto vessels. Therefore, Customs
officials believe that CSI should facilitate the flow of trade to the United States and could
reduce the processing time for certain shipments. In addition, CSI eliminates the necessity
of inspecting containers for security purposes, absent additional information affecting their
risk analyses, when they reach the United States. CSI also offers benefits to foreign ports
that participate in the program, including deterrence of terrorists that may target their ports
and a shorter time frame to resume operations in the event of a catastrophic incident (GAO
2003).
Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT)
As CSI is used to push the borders of the U.S. outwards to foreign ports, the
Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) is an initiative geared towards
securing the entire supply chain, end-to-end. C-TPAT is a joint government-business
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initiative that builds cooperative relationships, which strengthen overall supply chain and
border security. C-TPAT recognizes that Customs can provide the highest level of security
only through close cooperation with the ultimate owners of the supply chain, importers,
carriers, brokers, warehouse operators, and manufacturers. Through this initiative,
Customs requires businesses to ensure the integrity of their security practices and
communicate their security guidelines to their business partners within the supply chain
(USCBP 2002).
Businesses must apply to participate in C-TPAT. Participants must sign an
agreement that commits them to the set guidelines and procedures. A comprehensive self-
assessment of supply chain security using the C-TPAT security guidelines jointly
developed by Customs and the trade community must be conducted. The assessment
addresses the areas of procedural security, physical security, personnel security, education
and training, access controls, manifest procedures, and conveyance security. A supply
chain security questionnaire must be submitted to Customs. A program to enhance
security throughout the supply chain in accordance to C-TPAT guidelines must be
developed and implemented. Finally, the C-TPAT guidelines must be communicated to
other companies in the supply chain and work must be done toward building the guidelines
into relationships with these companies.
The C-TPAT validation process guidelines, provided in Appendix A, as written and
upheld by USCBP are specific to each segment in the supply chain including importers,
brokers, manufacturers, warehouses, air carriers, sea carriers, land carriers, air freight
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consolidators, ocean transportation intermediaries, and non-vessel operating common
carriers (NVOCC).
C-TPAT offers businesses an opportunity to play an active role in the war against
terrorism. By participating in this first worldwide supply chain security initiative,
companies will ensure a more secure supply chain for their employees, suppliers, and
customers. Beyond these essential security benefits, Customs will offer additional
potential benefits to C-TPAT members which include some of the following (USCBP
2002):
* A reduced number of inspections (reduced border times)
* An assigned account manager (if one is not already assigned)
* For current Low-Risk Importers, an opportunity to expand "low-risk" treatment
to all divisions within the company
* Access to the C-TPAT membership list
* Eligibility for account-based processes (bimonthly/monthly payments, e.g.)
* An emphasis on self-policing, not Customs verifications
* Eligibility for participation in other Customs programs
* General benefits of enhanced security, which may in the future reduce certain
insurance and/or bond policies
Perhaps more importantly participants also avoid the consequences that may occur
if they do not "volunteer". Such non-participation will likely result in classification of the
importer into an "unknown" security category, and accordingly the chances increase for:
* Higher scrutiny of cargo
" Increased reviews and audits
* Added examinations
* Requests for information
* No guarantees for cargo processing times
Every U.S. importer, distributor, customs' broker, carrier, and manufacturer is
eligible to become a C-TPAT member. According to C-TPAT officials, in January of
2003, approximately 1,700 companies had signed C-TPAT agreements, which allowed
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them to become C-TPAT members and receive the benefits of a partially reduced risk
score. During the first year of the program, more than 800 of these companies had
completed the next step in the program and submitted security profiles to Customs.
Customs sent feedback letters to 429 companies, granting 416 of them full program
benefits, including a further reduction in their company risk scores. The remaining thirteen
companies received feedback letters from Customs informing them that their profiles were
insufficient for the companies to be granted full benefits. The table below provides
information on the status of the C-TPAT program members by type of industry sector and
state of key program elements (GAO 2003).
By May of 2003, as outlined in Table 4, the number of agreements signed nearly
doubled to 3,355. According to C-TPAT officials, the program's staff was able to review
all 1,837 security profiles and prepare all 1,105 feedback letters in a timely manner.
Customs has not removed any companies from C-TPAT membership due to the
determination that a member company's commitment is not serious or that a member
company had intentionally misled Customs or for any other matter. As of the end of May
of 2003, Customs had not fully implemented other critical program elements, such as
validations, company action plans, and annual assessments designed to ensure that
companies have taken action to improve and maintain supply chain security practices. A
few validations had been completed, as the concept was being pre-tested.
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Table 4 - Status of C-TPAT Membership in 2003 by Industry and Program Elements (GAO 2003)
Brokers, freight
forwarders, Domestic port
nonvessel authorities and
operating terminal
.4Key program via UVA1I1hI1" %ohIt M OveIdLusb
elements Jan. May Jan. May Jan. May Jan. May Jan. May
Agreements signed 1,106 2.119 134 410 466 806 0 20 1,706 3.355
Security profiles
submitted to Customs 617 1,088 88 242 2F4 499 0 8 859 1,837
Feedback letters sent
t Customns 306 623 37 163 6 312 0 7 429 1,105
Vaidations (pretested) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Action plans 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Annual assessments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Port Security Grant Program (PSGP)
The Port Security Grant Program (PSGP) funds security planning and projects to
improve dockside and perimeter security. The latest round of TSA grants have been
awarded to 199 state and local governments, and private companies for a total of $170
million (Appendix B). These new awards will contribute to important security upgrades
such as new patrol boats in the harbor, surveillance equipment at roads and bridges, and
the construction of new command and control facilities. TSA, the USCG, and the DOT's
Maritime Administration (MARAD) evaluated the PSGP applications and selected grant
award recipients. In 2002, $92 million was awarded in the first round of port security
grants.
In addition to the $170 million, DHS also provided $75 million in port security
grants for specific projects from the fiscal year (FY) of 2003 supplemental budget. The
funds will be distributed by the Office for Domestic Preparedness to cover recent
infrastructure security protective measures, security enhancements, training, exercises,
equipment, planning, and information sharing (Ridge 2003). See Appendix B for
additional information on funding.
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Maritime Transportation Security Act of 2002 (MTSA)
The Maritime Transportation Security Act of 2002 (P.L. 107-295) (MTSA) was
enacted by the U.S. Congress on November 25, 2002. MTSA amends the Merchant
Marine Act of 1936 to "establish a program of greater security for United States seaports,
and for other purposes." Congress, in enacting MTSA, noted the pivotal role of ports in
the economy of the United States, the difficulties inherent in attempting to secure the
nation's port and intermodal transportation system, the vulnerabilities of that system to acts
of terrorism, and the diverse types of federal crimes that are committed in the port
environment (Congress 2002).
Some of the key features of MTSA are as follows:
" Requirements for port, facility, and vessel vulnerability assessments
" Preparation by the Secretary of Transportation of a National Maritime Transportation
Security Plan and area plans for each U.S. Coast Guard Captain of the Port Zone
" Development of security plans for certain facilities and commercial vessels
" The issuance and use of Transportation Security Cards for personnel whose
responsibilities require them to access secure spaces aboard ships
* Establishment of a permanent program of grants to facilitate the enhancement of
maritime security
" Assessment by the Secretary of Transportation of the effectiveness of antiterrorism
measures at foreign ports
" Establishment of an enhanced system of foreign seafarer identification
" Creation of Maritime Security Advisory Committees at national and area levels
" Installation and operation of Automatic Identification Systems aboard certain
commercial vessels
" Establishment of a program to better secure international intermodal transportation
systems, to include cargo screening, tracking, physical security, compliance
monitoring, and related issues.
" Provision of civil penalties for violation of statutes or regulations
" Extension of seaward jurisdiction of the Espionage Act of 1917 to twelve nautical
miles offshore of the territorial sea baseline
" Codification of the U.S. Coast Guard Sea Marshal program and consideration of
utilizing merchant mariners and other personnel to assist the Coast Guard
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" Requirements that shipment data be provided electronically to U.S. Customs prior to
arrival or departure of cargo
" Reporting by the Secretary of Transportation to Congress on foreign-flag vessels
calling at United States ports
* Development of standards and curriculum for maritime security professional training
Smart and Secure Tradelane (SST)
Launched by the Strategic Council on Security Technology, the Smart and Secure
Trade Lanes Initiative (SST) is an industry-driven, supply chain security initiative. The
SST initiative focuses on deploying an end-to-end supply chain security solution, from
point of origin to point of delivery, across multiple global trade lanes.
Recognized as the worlds most comprehensive and practical security initiative for
the intermodal cargo community, SST incorporates new, more secure, business practices
and advanced technologies with over 65 partners such as terminal operators, carriers,
service providers, and shippers in a global information network for intermodal container
security.
SST participants are committed to taking an aggressive and innovative approach to
complying with international government requirements while improving security,
productivity, and efficiency. SST is rapidly expanding throughout Europe, Asia, and North
America. Most importantly, SST enables global ports to drive a new generation of
security-based programs worldwide (SST 2003).
International Ship and Port Facility Security Code (ISPS)
The International Maritime Organization's (IMO) Diplomatic Conference of
December of 2002 adopted new regulations to enhance maritime security through
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amendments to Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) Chapters V and XI. Chapter XI, previously
covering ship safety has been split into two new chapters, XI-l and XI-2.
Chapter XI-1, Special Measures to Enhance Maritime Safety, has been enhanced to
include additional requirements covering ship identification numbers and carriage of a
Continuous Synopsis Record.
Chapter XI-2, Special Measures to Enhance Maritime Security, has been created
and includes a requirement for ships and companies to comply with the International Ship
and Port Facility Security (ISPS) Code. The ISPS Code contains two parts. Part A is
mandatory, while Part B is recommendatory and contains guidance for implementation of
the code. The USCG has decreed that sections of Part B of the code will also be taken into
consideration. Chapter XI-2 also sets out requirements for ship security alert systems and
control and compliance measures for port states and contracting governments.
As well as the new regulations in SOLAS Chapter XI-2, the Diplomatic Conference
has adopted amendments to extant SOLAS regulations accelerating the implementation of
the requirement to fit automatic identification systems (AIS). The Diplomatic Conference
has also adopted a number of conference resolutions including technical cooperation, and
the cooperative work with the International Labor Organization and World Customs
Organization.
Some of the new provisions regarding maritime security may be required on
completion of the work of these two organizations. These requirements form a framework
through which ships and port facilities can cooperate to detect and deter acts which pose a
threat to maritime security. The regulatory provisions do not extend to the actual response
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to security incidents or to any necessary clear-up activities after such an incident (Lloyds
2002).
In summary the ISPS Code:
* enables the detection and deterrence of security threats within an international
framework
" establishes roles and responsibilities
" enables collection and exchange of security information
* provides a methodology for assessing security
* ensures that adequate security measures are in place
It requires ship and port facility staff to:
" gather and assess information
" maintain communication protocols
" restrict access; prevent the introduction of unauthorized weapons, etc.
" provide the means to raise alarms
" put in place vessel and port security plans; and ensure training and drills are conducted
Summary
In conclusion, there is currently a lot of funding and researching aimed at
improving the vulnerabilities of the container industry and the supply chains which support
it. The major initiatives and legislation has been outlined in this chapter. However, there
are more legislative and other efforts to try to improve security through any possible
means. For example, in February of 2004, the U.S. and Liberia signed a landmark pact
allowing the U.S. Navy to search Liberian ships in international waters. This type of
accord is expected to become a model as the U.S. seeks other two-country deals
authorizing searches on the high seas (AP 2004).
C-TPAT is a commendable first step toward improving container security by
encouraging greater awareness and self-policing among the private sector participants most
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directly involved with shipping, receiving, and handling containerized cargo. Its current
weakness is the nearly complete absence of Customs personnel to monitor the level of
compliance among the C-TPAT participants. This lack of auditing ability creates the risk
that if a terrorist incident involves a C-TPAT participant, the entire program would be
discredited since Customs would have no grounds to suggest why other participants did not
also pose a similar risk. Enough resources must be committed to allow Customs to put in
place a "trust, but verify" system accompanied with regular recertification protocol.
CSI is an important program because it is leading the way for change in the
inspection process from the focus of inspection on the arrival port to the loading port.
Similar to C-TPAT, there are extremely serious resource implications associated with
making this an effective system. As of March of 2003, U.S. Customs had only twenty
inspectors assigned overseas to support this initiative (Flynn 2003). In order to be
effective, CSI must be fully implemented globally, and that would require the equivalent of
a diplomatic service.
OSC is the most promising initiative towards advancing a comprehensive and
credible approach to container security. It not only builds on C-TPAT and CSI, but it takes
container security to the next level by building a greater understanding of the current
vulnerabilities within a variety of global supply chains, and it ensures that new technology
and business practices that are designed to enhance container security are both
commercially viable and successful. OSC will be of little value if common performance
based standards are not developed that can be quickly adopted and adequately enforced
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within the global transportation and logistics community. There must not be a competitive
disadvantage for taking steps to serve broader public interests.
Overall the programs and initiatives thus far have been successful for a couple of
reasons. First, they have brought a lot of attention and funding to address the problem of
container security. Due to the extensive work and studies currently focused on container
security, both the public and private sectors have begun to realize their importance. A
number of private companies have been developing and testing their own technology to
help solve this problem, while other companies have been actively involved in securing
their supply chains. The early adopters of trade security programs are multi-billion dollar
corporations that have a global presence and depend on the "frictionless" flow of goods
and information. The charter members of C-TPAT, for example, include General Motors,
Ford, Daimler-Chrysler, Target Corporation, Motorola, BP America, and Sara Lee.
Second, these initiatives serve as pilot programs to test equipment, develop industry
best practices, and explore all possible solutions in search of the most efficient and
effective way to enhance container security. These tests have been effective in discovering
both the strengths and weaknesses of the world's current logistics systems and identifying
the critical points where visibility and control are critical. The continued work and results
achieved by these studies will facilitate a more secure industry.
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CHAPTER 4: CARGO CERTIFICATION AND DOCUMENTATION
Background
Beyond these Customs' initiatives, enhanced container security requires a clearly
defined and coordinated government information system capable of receiving, analyzing
and acting on data determined by the government to be necessary to screen shipments.
Whenever a container is shipped into the U.S. there are a number of documents which
must accompany the shipment. Several parties are involved with the documentation
including the importer, shipper, steamship operators, freight forwarders, Customs,
customs' brokers, banks, and consolidators. A few of these documents include (Lanier
2002):
" Shipper's Export Declaration
* Commercial Invoice
* Certificate of Origin
* Bill of Lading
* Insurance Certificates
" Packing List
" Import and/or Export License
" Consular Invoice
" Letter of Credit and/or Purchase Order
" Ships Cargo Manifest
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The container industry's focus remains on the documentation required by U.S.
Customs, because this is the information which the security of the U.S. relies on. Customs
bases a majority of their security screening on information provided by the bill of lading
and cargo manifests. They utilize an Automated Targeting System (ATS) to analyze the
data provided and search for anomalies. Customs also aggregates intelligence and threats
from agencies such as the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI). Cargo manifests must be transmitted electronically and early enough
to meet the government's needs, as a result of requirements set forth by the Trade Act of
2002 (Public Law 107-210) as amended by the Maritime Transportation Security Act of
2002 (Public Law 107-295).
Information Filing
The provisions in the Maritime Transportation Security Act of 2002 establish a
program to ensure greater security for United States seaports. As outlined in the Act, for
every land, air, or vessel carrier required to make entry or to obtain clearance under the
Customs' laws of the United States, the pilot, master, operator, or owner of such carrier (or
the authorized agent of such owner or operator) shall electronically provide a cargo
manifest 24 hours prior to loading. Cargo manifests must include (Congress 2002):
" The port of arrival or departure (whichever is applicable)
" The flight, voyage, or trip number
" The date of scheduled arrival or date of scheduled departure
. The request for permit to proceed to the destination, if applicable
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" The numbers and quantities from the carrier's master air waybill, bills of lading, or
ocean bills of lading
* The first port of lading of the cargo
" A description and weight of the cargo or, for a sealed container, the shipper's declared
description and weight of the cargo
" The shipper's name and address from all air waybills and bills of lading
" The consignee's name and address from all air waybills and bills of lading
* Notice that actual boarded quantities are not equal to air waybill or bills of lading
quantities, except that a carrier is not required by this clause to verify boarded
quantities of cargo in sealed containers
* Transfer or transit information for the cargo while it has been under the control of the
carrier
* Warehouse or other location of the cargo while is has been under the control of the
carrier
The cargo manifest filed by a carrier was never designed to provide all the
information that might be relevant to a security analysis, and it is not likely to ever do so,
because that would require information beyond the knowledge of the carrier and involve
commercially sensitive information that shippers may not want to share with a carrier.
Until a new system is developed, cargo manifests will be the interim means to gather
relevant information. The public law passed (Public Law 107-295) acknowledges that
cargo manifests are not to be perceived as the means to gather any and all information of
interest.
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Information Timing
Today, cargo manifests are required to follow the U.S. Customs' "24-hour rule".
Effective December 2, 2002, Customs regulations have been amended and the rule has
been published in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) (19 CFR Parts 4, 103, et al.)
regarding the 24-hour Advance Manifest Policy. The rule requires all ocean carriers or
NVOCCs to submit a complete cargo manifest to U.S. Customs at least 24 hours prior to
cargo loading if that vessel is calling a U.S. port directly. The rule extends not only to U.S.
imports, but also to cargo transiting U.S. ports and remaining on board the vessel for
subsequent discharge at a non-U.S. port. For U.S. cargo moving via Canadian ports, U.S.
Customs has begun working closely with their Canadian counterparts. Details of the cargo
manifest must be based on actual declaration of cargo by the shipper. The 24-hour period
is measured against the scheduled commencement of loading for each non-U.S. port to a
vessel destined or transiting a U.S. port. Failure to comply with this rule could result in
cargo hold at origin port, significant penalties against the carrier or NVOCC, along with
the removal of container for inspection by U.S. Customs and/or the denial of permission to
unload vessel cargo and the possibility of returning cargo to the load port (OOCL 2002).
Detail and Accuracy
In modem ocean-borne transportation, the shipper is the party that provides the bill
of lading information to the carrier. The carrier essentially transcribes the information into
its system and issues a bill of lading on the carrier's form. Consequently, cargo
documentation information is actually provided by the shipper. The mandatory
information required to meet U.S. Customs directives include (USCBP 2002):
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" Shipper and consignee complete name and address
o Note: Individuals and businesses acting as intermediaries (consolidators,
NVOCCs, moving and storage companies, freight forwarders, or brokers) are not
recognized by U.S. Customs as the shipper/consignee
" Precise description of the of the commodity with specific weight, piece count, and
package type
" Container number and seal number
" Hazardous material code if applicable
Automated Targeting System (ATS)
The Automated Targeting System (ATS) is an information system designed to
assist Customs officers in identifying which containers pose a "high-risk" of containing
narcotics or other contraband. The system standardizes the bill of lading, entry, and entry
summary data received from the Automated Commercial System (ACS) and creates
integrated records called "shipments". ACS is a comprehensive electronic information
system used by Customs to track, control, and process all commercial goods imported into
the U.S. These shipments are then evaluated and scored by ATS, through the use of over
300 weighted rules derived from targeting methods used by experienced Customs
personnel. The higher the score, the more the shipment warrants attention (USCBP 2003).
As previously mentioned, Customs uses the ATS system to screen 100% of all containers
before they are loaded aboard a vessel bound for the U.S. As it has refined ATS, ocean
container inspection rates have increased, from less than 2% before September 11th to a
current rate of 5.4%. That means that Customs is now inspecting almost 400,000 ocean
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containers per year. The World Shipping Council (WSC) predicts that as Customs further
implements its C-TPAT program, and as it refines ATS, it is likely that the inspection rate
could grow to 10% (Koch 2004). Figure 4 below shows a basic outline of the information
flow ATS is currently utilizing to accumulate available intelligence.
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Figure 4 - Information System Outline (Binnendijk 2002)
Summary
Cargo documentation is a critical aspect of container security. Documentation,
which is required for every container shipped globally, can provide vital intelligence to
security officials. With the proper information systems at hand, this information can be
scanned, searched, and analyzed quickly and in real time.
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In order to properly and effectively address this issue, the world must come
together and implement a system which is internationally compatible. There are many
different technologies currently on the market, and many more under development which
will provide this capability. One example is the use of radio frequency identification
(RFID) tags. If these tags were used on every container, the container documentation
could be stored digitally within the tag, and the container could be tracked end-to-end
through the entire supply chain. Anomalies, such as if the container was opened
unexpectedly, or it deviated from the expected route of travel, could easily be detected with
the proper application of an information system. These physical solutions will explored in
more depth in Chapter 5.
Through information sharing and important relationships between the public and
private sectors, such as those being developed within C-TPAT, the suspect or high risk
containers can easily be profiled and picked out of a shipment of containers. Then, the
field is narrowed, and the chances of catching or detecting a container that could be used
for smuggling a WMD, are much greater.
One specific issue that should be addressed is the accuracy of the cargo description.
The ocean carrier by necessity must rely on the shipper's declaration to the carrier of the
cargo, because the carrier cannot open and verify the contents of sealed containers or
crates. Existing Customs' law does not clearly require the shipper of the cargo, who has
the necessary cargo information, to provide complete and accurate cargo descriptions for
the carrier's cargo manifest. Yet, carriers are subject to penalties for inaccurate
information filed for Customs' entry purposes. The law's current penalty provisions
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authorize penalties only on the ocean carrier in cases where the cargo description on the
manifest is incomplete or inaccurate. This may have made sense in the pre-
containerization days when the law was written and when carriers physically handled all
the loaded cargo, but it is anachronistic and inappropriate when applied to cargo in sealed
containers. With sealed containers, the ocean carrier by necessity must rely on the
shipper's declaration to the carrier of the cargo because the carrier does not, and cannot,
open and verify the contents of a sealed container.
The container industry and the government must work together to find the critical
balance between too much information and not enough. Shippers do not want to
completely divulge everything about their shipments due to the sensitivity of this
information relative to their competitors within a certain market or industry. The amount
of cargo, the carrier utilized, and the timing of shipments can all play critical roles in the
dynamics of competitive markets. There are two solutions to this problem. One solution is
for Customs and the private sector to settle on a middle ground which will ensure the
security of the U.S. The other solution is for Customs to allow the shipper to directly
submit the information on their cargo electronically and confidentially to a secure
Customs' database.
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CHAPTER 5: PHYSICAL SECURITY
Background
Container shipping is a highly competitive, low cost, commodity industry.
Container shipping companies are constantly looking for ways to minimize costs and
shipping rates are highly competitive. This creates an industry with tight budgets and low
profit margins. Therefore, companies are very hesitant to spend money on expensive seals
or devices to secure their cargo. According to U.S. Coast Guard Licensed 3rd Mates,
Dalton J. Stupack and Kendall H. Chauvin, most containers carry either a plastic indicator
or, on some of the more valuable shipments, a cable seal. They also report that it is not
uncommon to see containers aboard ship with no seal at all. These common container
security seals are shown below in Figure 5.
Figure 5 - Common Container Security Seals
These seals are disposable and inexpensive. They are individually numbered to
ensure each seal is unique. However, there are many loop holes and methods to
circumvent this type of seal and infiltrate a container. This type of vulnerability could
prove to be a costly mistake and it must be addressed by the entire industry.
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Theft
Prior to September 1 1 th, container security was primarily focused on deterring
thieves, stowaways, and drug traffickers. The enormity of the problem is hard to overstate.
Some estimates put losses due to cargo theft at $10 billion annually. In southern Florida,
police note that many criminals formerly in the drug trade have switched to cargo theft
because the financial rewards are so large and the penalties, especially in comparison to
narcotics, are slight. The scale of losses from theft illustrates the relative ease with which
containers can be infiltrated, and highlights the point that the current measures in place to
secure containers are deficient. Consider the different forms of container theft that are
about to be presented options which terrorists have should they choose to use a container to
smuggle weapons.
One of the most common methods of stealing a container is simply to hijack the
truck carrying it. There is the bogus official method, commonly known as the "jump up",
where somebody with a white coat and a clipboard stops the truck just short of the depot
that is the destination and redirects the driver somewhere else. There are cases of bogus
premises being set up complete with letterhead and logo. These thieves certainly take
advantage of the driver's inability to speak the local language. Another common method is
to steal the truck when it is unattended. The thieves often know exactly what their target
is, and have teams of scouts in place with cellular telephones. They strike as soon as the
driver has gone to have a meal or a shower, either absconding with the truck or stealing the
goods out of the container and resealing it.
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Fraud is also a method used by thieves. A typical trick used by container thieves is
to use forged documents to obtain the release of the containers from ports or container
yards. Most of the fraud cases have some form of insider help. Staff members have been
bribed or intimidated; sometimes it is the importers themselves who arrange the theft to
reduce their own costs. Law enforcement officials and security experts often report that a
majority of theft is internal, either the work, or result, of information provided by insiders.
The fact, that usually only high-value cargo is stolen, indicates that the thieves have
knowledge of a container's contents.
Container thefts do not necessarily involve stealing the container itself. A group of
criminals that has the time and resources will take a container and cut a hole in the side or
the roof of the container to remove some, or all of the contents. The hole is then re-welded
and painted over, looking like a bad repair, and the seal, which is designed to show if the
container has been tampered with, remains unbroken. Or they remove the rivets holding
the doors on, and replace them afterwards. When the theft is discovered at the destination,
there is no clue as to when or where the theft occurred. Figure 6 below shows what some
thieves believe to be the weakest link in cargo container security, the bolt connecting the
handle to the locking bar. In less than two minutes, simply using a common household
electric drill, the handle can be disconnected from the locking bar. The result is an open
door without the seal ever having been touched.
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Figure 6 - Bolt Removal and Open Door Process
It is a simple matter to insert a replacement bolt and add a few dabs of touch-up
paint as shown in Figure 7. Even the trained eye of a marine surveyor will be hard-pressed
to notice the evidence of tampering. The seal is intact, never having been touched. No one
will discover the break-in until the container reaches its destination thousands of miles
away. By that time, the container has been interchanged between several carriers; thus, by
whom and when the loss occurred can never be determined. This uncertainty will lead to
the denial of liability by each and every carrier. Denial of insurance coverage is also
extremely likely.
Figure 7 - Bolt Replacement and Touch-up Paint
Currently. there are a vast number of vulnerabilities and methods available for
terrorists to infiltrate a container. The existing technology and equipment used to seal
containers is not enough to keep our country safe. Therefore, new technologies must be
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implemented into each and every container thus improving the integrity of all shipments
entering the United States.
Technological Advantages
The main keys to improving security are visibility and control. The physical seals
currently in use have several inherent weaknesses. They cannot determine if the container
has been tampered with or not. They cannot provide information on the location of the
container if it was hijacked, and they cannot provide information on the route of travel,
which the container took should it have been temporarily diverted from its expected route.
With this type of visibility and information, a majority of the current problems and
vulnerabilities would be dramatically reduced.
Better visibility can be achieved through implementing two systems:
" Information systems that manage, manipulate, or display visibility data
" Event-driven tools that convert physical activities and conditions into data entries for
the software systems, also known as freight identification technologies
Freight identification technologies provide vast amounts of information on thousands of
shipments per day. Therefore, the trend is moving towards Automatic Dependent
Surveillance (ADS) of these shipments and the information which is provided by these
technologies. ADS is a term used in air and vessel traffic control for on-board equipment
that automatically determines location and other relevant information without intervention
from crew or network managers. The most critical element of ADS, with regards to
container shipping, is the fully automated byproducts of the operation. The data recording
and identification methods are triggered by the movement and traffic management
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processes. Condition changes will be detected and stimulate reports due to sensor changes
such as an opened door or measurements that move beyond a threshold such as
temperature changes. These technologies are completely automated and eliminate human
labor from these monitoring demands.
Electronic Cargo Seals
Electronic cargo seals (e-seals) are a subset of sensor technology and are receiving
serious consideration from DOT, U.S. Customs, and other government agencies. E-seals
are much more robust and have much greater security capabilities than their simple, low
cost, mechanical counterparts. E-seals tend to combine physical seals with RFID
components. Most of the electronics include passive or active type RFID technologies.
Passive seals are short range, low cost, and disposable. They have
no inherent electric power such as a battery. The RFID reader or
interrogator provides energy when it illuminates or scans the seal. The
passive seal uses the absorbed energy to reflect its information back to
the reader. The lack of on-board power limits the functionality. For
example, since passive seals cannot detect and record tampering at the
time of the event, they simply report whether they are intact or not
when interrogated by a reader.
Active seals are more sophisticated, have higher initial costs, and
- until prices drop significantly - demand reuse. Active seals carry
batteries and the power permits longer range and greater functionality.
To extend the previous example, they can detect tampering when it
occurs and add it to a time log of events. If equipped or interfaced with
GPS, an active seal can also log the location. Further, some seals can
provide live "mayday" tampering reports as the events happen, mostly
within specially equipped terminals.
Because of their low unit cost and operational simplicity, passive
seals were generally the preferred solution for "pre-September 11"
security requirements aimed against theft. The greater the functionality
of active seals enhances their appeal for "post-September 11" security
against terrorist tampering (Wolfe 2002).
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Progress is being made, but there are still several hurdles which stand in the way of
wide use of e-seals:
" International standards. The International Standards Organization's (ISO)
Technical Committee 104 is close to a decision on a multi-protocol standard
that provides for both passive and active seals.
" Global frequencies. Although several initiatives are currently pursuing this
issue, currently there are no global frequencies and technical specifications for
e-seals or other RFID logistics applications. These specifications would need
to address the topics of power levels and duty cycles which can be globally
compatible.
* Operating practices. Reusable seals pose an operational challenge for shippers
and carriers. However, if that challenge is mastered, then reusable seals also
offer and opportunity to lower the per-use cost of high security seals. Two
points may mitigate the operational challenges. First, a significant portion of
commercial containers operate in repetitive service that is more suited to
recycling seals. Second, if empty container movements were sealed for security
reasons, that should simplify the recycling process.
* Field experience. E-seals are relatively new to the market and in limited use. It
makes sense to conduct a vigorous pilot and demonstration program to
accelerate the processes of accumulating field experience, fine-tuning products,
and developing customer confidence - all important to support regulatory
requirements for e-seals (Wolfe 2002).
Security Sensors
Shippers, carriers, and supporting firms have a history of using sensors to monitor
the conditions of cargo, to support safe and efficient operations, and to enhance security,
usually against theft.
The best example of monitoring cargo conditions is the temperature of refrigerated
products. Some devices are self-contained recorders that move with the shipment and
collect temperatures inside the container through points in time throughout the entire
shipment. This data is used for quality assurance and assigning liability. Similar devices
are used by companies shipping hazardous materials in order to monitor tank pressure and
vapor leakage.
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Intrusion detection devices, prior to September of 2001, included not only e-seals
but mechanical, light-sensitive, and infrared motion detectors as well. Break-wire grids
can detect forcible entry through ceilings, sidewalls, and doors. USCBP has a long term
interest in Non-Intrusive Inspection (NII) devices and technologies. These include large
equipment to scan trailers, containers, and railcars with x-rays and gamma rays, such as the
Vehicle and Cargo Inspection System (VACIS). Inspections, including NII, will be
explored in greater detail in the next chapter.
Wide Area Communication and Tracking
Wide area communication is an ideal platform on which to integrate condition
sensors, transaction confirmation tools, and geo-location information. Dramatic
improvements in components, integration, and costs are just now coming to fruition.
These dynamic technologies will change today's definition of both good business practices
and security. Satellite-based systems are preferable to cellular for coverage areas and
potential global applicability. Cellular-based is less expensive and more suitable for
domestic applications.
Sensors and transaction confirmation tools are extremely flexible and able to meet a
broad range user needs. Examples include WMD sensors, RFID transponders for precision
gate arrival confirmations, e-seal integration, and asset management sensors, such as empty
/ partial / full indicators.
One important consideration for wide area platforms is the electrical power needed
to drive the sensors, capabilities, and communications of the platform. Power is not an
issue for conveyances that generate their own electricity. However, it is a major problem
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for devices with no access to external electricity, as would be the case for non-refrigerated
freight containers. Battery failure troubled the U.S. Army's early experiments with RFID
tags on containers. In-the-field, battery replacement was found to be both cumbersome
and expensive.
Power is one of the major limiting factors for the implementation of this
technology. Engineering of these devices should be directed to a low level of power
consumption. This has already been achieved in some GPS units available off-the-shelf.
Information Systems
Enhancing the security of the container industry requires information systems that
can aggregate, sort, and analyze all the data and information, which will be provided by
these technologies. The information systems must have the capabilities to register the
alerts generated by the equipment, and analyze the cargo information in order to detect
anomalies. For instance, the information system should have the capability to pick out an
inconsistency, such as a container of cotton balls weighing 30,000 lbs. Capable
information systems are the most crucial element to an effective risk management security
solution.
Technology Available
One example of technology that is currently being developed, which encompasses
the recommendations made in this thesis, is the NaviTag unit produced by NaviTag
Technologies. The NaviTag CTU utilizes a low power, satellite transmitter that allows it
to communicate from anywhere in the world. The satellite communication network is
shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8- Example Satellite Communication Network
This transmitter, in conjunction with door and light sensors, provides the capability
to send positional and door open conditions on a regular basis throughout the container's
journey to its destination. The CTU provides this functionality in a self-contained unit at a
size and price point not previously available. The CTU is about the size of a paperback
novel, universally fits on any ocean container, and is light in weight to facilitate return
shipment (see Figure 9). It attaches to the locking bars on the exterior of the container
door and is securely locked in place for the duration of the voyage. It is easily detached at
destination by entering the correct unlock code into the electronic keypad.
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Figure 9 - NaviTag in the Field
Since the NaviTag CTU is, by design, a removable device, each cargo tracking
session is required to be registered. The NaviTag Technologies solution is to initiate each
cargo tracking session by associating a NaviTag with the cargo's container number and its
ultimate destination. These initialization values are input into a registered activation unit
and transferred to the CTU via an authenticated infrared link. In addition, this activation
unit maintains a bi-directional connection with NaviTag Technologies, providing a channel
for future enhancements and upgrades.
Once the CTU has been activated, it transmits positional and status information to
the DataCentre at an average of every one and a half hours. The DataCentre receives and
validates the transmissions, runs rules and evaluations against these transmissions, and
stores the data for future evaluation. If any voyage activities warrant notification, the
DataCentre will generate messages to the appropriate parties. The rules, messages, and
notification parties are customer specific and can be modified easily to accommodate
individual company and voyage requirements.
Summary
The security of the freight container, at present, leaves much to be desired. This
chapter outlined a physical solution to improving the security of containers entering the
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United States. When implementing and relying on such technology to ensure that the
shipment is secure, Customs must now step up procedures to validate the security of the
shipper's loading practices.
The technology is available. International harmonization and testing of this
technology must be achieved in order for the implementation of this solution to become an
effective means of fighting terrorism. This technology not only provides substantial
improvements in security and visibility, but it has the potential to vastly improving supply
chain management. The potential for this type technology, which can improve both
security and save companies money in their logistics and inventory management, will be
investigated in depth in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 6: INSPECTIONS
Background
The combination and integration of cargo certification, documentation, and the
physical security described in the previous two chapters is essentially an effective risk
management approach to container security. The last step to implementing a successful
risk management program is inspecting all of the suspicious cargo.
At its heart, risk management presumes that there is a credible means to (1) target
and safely examine and isolate containers that pose a potential threat, and (2) identify
legitimate cargo that can be facilitated without subjecting it to an examination. The
alternative to risk management is to conduct random inspections or to subject every cargo
container to the same inspection regime. Risk management is the better of these two
approaches for both economic and security reasons. The economic rationale is straight
forward. Enforcement resources will always be finite and delays to legitimate commerce
generate real costs.
Less obvious is the security rationale for risk management. There is some deterrent
value to conducting periodic random inspections. However, since over 90% of shipments
are perfectly legitimate and belong to several hundred large importers, relying on random
inspections translates into spending the bulk of time and energy on examining those
containers by the most frequent users of containerized cargo who are most likely to be
perfectly clean.
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"Examining 100% of all containers is not only wasteful, but it violates an age-old
axiom in the security filed that if 'you have to look at everything, you will see nothing'.
Skilled inspectors look for anomalies and invest their finite time and attention on that
which arouses their concern. This is because they know that capable criminals and
terrorists often try to blend into the normal flow of commerce, but they invariably get some
things wrong because they are not real market actors. But, an aggressive inspection regime
that introduces substantial delays and causes serious disruption to the commercial
environment can actually undermine an enforcement officer's means to conduct anomaly
detection. Accordingly, allowing low risk cargo to move as efficiently as possible through
the intermodal transportation system has the salutary security effect of creating a more
coherent backdrop against which aberrant behavior can be more readily identified (Flynn
2003)."
Traditionally, the U.S. Customs relied on physical inspection of cargo as the
primary method to determine whether what was being imported into the United States
matched what was on the bill of lading or other documentation. In part, because
compliance rates were fairly high, physical inspection rates fell to as low as 2% (Bryant
2003). This means that 98% of the cargo being shipped into the United States was not
examined by the federal government, which placed heavy reliance on the good faith of the
shippers and the accuracy of the documentation. That worked adequately when the only
risk was commercial underreporting and the occasional smuggler. However, the terrorist
attacks dramatically changed the risk factors and now Customs cannot simply rely on the
good faith of shippers.
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Today, Customs uses the ATS system to screen 100% of all containers before they
are loaded aboard a vessel bound for the U.S. As it has refined ATS, ocean container
inspection rates have increased, from less than 2% before September 1 1 th to nearly 6% in
2003 (Flynn 2003). That means that Customs is now inspecting almost 400,000 ocean
containers per year. The inspection rate is expected to continue to increase this year.
As noted, currently, approximately 6% of all inbound ocean containers are
physically searched or inspected using non-intrusive technology. As Customs further
implements the C-TPAT program, and refines ATS, it is likely that the inspection rate will
increase further. Some projections have Customs' inspection rates growing up to 10%.
However, the numerical objective should not be the goal. The goal should be to inspect
100% of all containers that ATS says warrant inspection, plus some random process
designed to monitor and verify the selectivity techniques being used.
Increasingly, physical inspection by Customs officials is a last resort. Physical
inspection of one container might involve two inspectors and last a full day. Therefore,
technological inspections are being conducted with increasing frequency. Also known as
non-intrusive inspections (NII), these technological inspections are the solution to greater
detection and visibility while decreasing man power and time. These detection devices are
also capable of identifying nuclear weapons, radiological materials, chemical and
biological agents, and conventional explosives. Employing these devices at ports of
embarkation, where containers are loaded onto vessels, is an important element in
enhancing security. Technologies must be suitable for use on closed containers in a port
environment where speed, ease of use, and low false alarm rates are critical.
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Non-Intrusive Inspection (NII) Technology
NII Technologies can be grouped into two general categories: active systems or
passive systems. Active systems are made up of technology that stimulates the object
under inspection in some fashion, and the resulting effect is subsequently sensed by
detectors. Passive systems are made up of technology that detects some unstimulated
emanation coming from the cargo. The following definitions were created by the Sandia
National Laboratories report "Survey of Commercially Available Explosives Detection
Technologies and Equipment" created for the National Institute of Justice, September
1998.
Active Systems
" Acoustic: An ultrasonic transducer is put into contact with the container and scanned.
A sensor then detects the resulting reflection from objects inside and forms an image of
them. The technology is useful only in liquid (tanker truck) environments.
* Gamma Ray: The use of an active (radioactive) element (usually Cesium1 3 7 or
Cobalt 6) to produce gamma rays aimed at the object under inspection. The rays
interact with the object, are detected and are displayed as an image. Gamma ray
systems are transmission only. Cs13 7 emits radiation at 662 keV, and Co60 emits both
1.2 MeV and 1.3 MeV radiation.
* Pulsed Fast Neutron Analysis (PFNA): Pulsed neutrons are created and directed at the
object under inspection. The neutrons interact with the elemental constituents of the
object and create gamma rays with energies characteristic of its elemental composition.
From the energy and time of arrival of the gamma arrays in detectors, an elemental
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image of the object is created, which can indicate the presence of threat material
containing defined concentrations of these elements.
* Thermal Neutron Activation: Thermal neutrons are used to interrogate the object under
inspection. Sophisticated sensors detect the energy of the gamma ray photon emitted
when the thermal neutron is absorbed by material within the object. Because the
energy of the photon is highly specific, the detection of photons from nitrogen, for
example, may be related to the presence of explosives.
* X-ray: The use of a source and appropriate beam forming to generate x-rays aimed at
the object under inspection. The x-rays interact with the object, are detected, and
displayed as an image. X-ray energies used ranged from a low of 120 keV to a high of
9 MeV, with penetration of the object dependent on the energy used. Systems
designed for cargo inspection are normally sized at 320 keV minimum.
o Standard Transmission Systems: The transmission x-ray is directed through
the cargo to a detector and presents one "shadowgram" image to the
operator that overlays all items in the beam path. Transmission systems
operate at all energy levels without restriction.
o Dual Energy Transmission Systems: Two different x-ray energy spectra are
used to interrogate an object, and the difference between the outputs of the
two is used to highlight various materials. This technique is generally
ineffective for large cargoes, because the low energy component does not
penetrate through the large mass of material.
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o Dual View Transmission Systems: Two (usually orthogonal) views of the
object, each similar to the images produced by standard transmission x-ray,
are created and displayed. The technique is not limited in energy level.
o Backscatter Systems: Two or more views of the object are created and
displayed: One standard transmission image and at least one image created
using Compton Backscatter. The Compton Backscatter detectors are placed
on the same side of the object as the illuminating source. Backscatter
images highlight items in the object that contain low atomic number (low Z)
elements, since these items scatter more and create a brighter image than
higher Z materials. Backscatter is useful at energies up to 500 keV, but can
be paired with higher energy transmission imaging to enhance operator
interpretation.
o Computed Tomography Systems: "Slices" of the object are produced by
taking several views of the object from different angles. These slices can
then be re-assembled to produce a 3-D view. (Although described here for
the sake of completeness, this technology is not appropriate for large cargo
inspection due to the physical size of a container.)
Passive Systems
* Radiation Detection: A detector measures the ionizing radiation (gamma rays, alpha
rays, x-rays, etc.) or other characteristic radiation such as neutrons naturally emitted
from a radioactive substance. Typically, the indication is an audible signal or a reading
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on a meter. This type of system could be used to detect the presence of a nuclear
device or other radiological threat.
" Canine Use: Because of their unusually sensitive sense of smell, dogs can be trained to
alert their handlers to the presence of explosives and other threat objects. The dogs
must be trained for specific materials, and usually have to be rested periodically to be
effective.
* Vapor Detection/Trace Detection: A "sniffer" type sensor collects air samples
emanating from the container, and then analyzes the sample using a variety of
spectrographic methods. Alternatively, a physical "wipe" collects particulate matter
from the surface of the container, and this wipe is then placed in a device and analyzed
as above. The results are used to determine the molecular nature of the material within
the container.
Table 5 contains a summary of key characteristics by technology. Technologies have been
grouped to keep similar characteristics together.
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Table 5 - Technology Characteristics (Sheridan 2002)
Mat'l Mat'l ID Installation Integration and Info. Procurement Service CostDiscr. _____IDIntallationMgt. Method
Active
Systems
X-ray
Standard Noo
Transmission No No
Not
Dual Energy effective N/ATransmission dense
cargos
Dual View No No Mobile, fixed or relocatable sitesTransmission require local infrastructure of
Backscatter power, road access, personnel
with Yes No facilities and attention to
Transmission 
radiation safetyGamma-ray No No Systems are computer based, and Competitive bid Required on a
Pulsed Fast normally employ commercial Process, which usually regular basis, andNeutron operating systems. Data is collected picuesa rat nd promdb
Analysis Yes Yes and stored digitally. Data transfer is includes a warranty and performed by
(PFNA) via standard computer media. service provision trained personnel
Thermal
Neutron Yes YesActivation
(TNA)
Acoustic No No $$
Passive
Systems
Vapor/Trace Yes Yes Portable/desktop equipment, can
Detection be operated by battery or
Limited to wallplug power
Radiation No presence of
Detection radioactive
material
Limited
to
presence
nRequires care, feeding and Competitive bidCain Usere aefein n process for animals. Food, training,$
Canine Use material Yes shelter, together with trained Stand alone training, and services. shelter g
whic handlers Difficult to warranty
animal
is
trained
Cost Key: $: : $50K; $$: <$OOK; $$$: : $M; $$$$: : $5M; $$$$$: >$IOM
Cl
Table 6 shows how the various technologies address security functions.
Table 6 - Technology Functionality Matrix (Sheridan 2002)
IndicatesIdniis Poie Inertswh
Time for Potential Provides Material dentifies Electroie Integrtes withInspection Presence of Discrimination Threat Record Technologies
Threat
Active Systems
Acoustic 2-5 Yes, in liquids No No Yes Yes
Gamma Ray minutes/object Yes No No Yes Yes
Pulsed Fast
Neutron Analysis Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
(PFNA)
90+
minutes/object
Thermal Neutron Yes Yes Yes Yes YesActivation (TNA)
X-ray:
Standard Yes No No Yes Yes
Transmission
Dual Energy N/A Not in high N/A Yes Yes
Transmission 2-5 density cargos
Dual View minutes/object
TrasmssonYes No No Yes YesTransmission
Backscatter with Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Transmission
Passive Systems
Canine Use Yes Yes Yes No No
Radiation Yes Yes No No Yes
Detection
0.5-1
Trace Detection minute/object Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Vapor Detection Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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In general, all of these technologies can be applied to scan containers being
transported by any mode. They are typically built to inspect the cargo one container at a
time. NII systems help mitigate the risk of a terrorist smuggling a WMD into the U.S.
inside a container for several reasons. Radiation detection quickly identifies potential
danger from bombs containing radioactive material if unshielded. Containers with the
potential of a chemical threat may be identified by a combination of imaging and trace
detection if chemicals are unsealed. NII systems provide quick processing times with
minimal disruption of flow especially when used in tandem with an ATS. These systems
also reduce manpower and therefore operating costs. The presence itself will act as a
deterrent to hostile or illegal actions. Finally, the personnel performing the inspections are
not subject or exposed to a potentially lethal threat within the container. Radiation
detection pagers, x-ray inspection systems, and gamma-ray inspection systems will be
explored in more detail since these are currently, and by a large margin, the most common
NII systems being put into service all around the world.
Radiation Detection Pagers
Radiation detection pagers are small, self contained gamma-ray radiation detectors
that alert its carrier to the proximity of radioactive materials. Such devices were
specifically developed to be used by government agencies and emergency responders and
are approximately the size of common message communication pagers. Radiation pagers
can be hundreds of times more sensitive than commercially available Geiger-Muller tube
type detectors which are of similar size. As an example of the international usefulness of
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these pagers, on March 21, 2000, a radiation pager detected radioactive material in a
shipment that was transiting Uzbekistan in route to Pakistan (Albright 2001).
X-Ray Inspection Systems
X-ray based inspection systems are the most common form of NII technology in
use today. X-rays detect differences in material densities in order to produce an image of
the vehicle or container contents. Contraband detection actually occurs by the system
operator who visually, sometimes with the help of sophisticated software, inspects the x-
ray images for anomalies. A sample x-ray image of a 40-foot fully loaded container with
television sets is show below in Figure 10.
Figure 10 - X-ray image of a fully loaded, 40-foot container (Lecoindre 2002)
When cargo and contraband are of similar densities, contraband detection is very
difficult. For example, "the density of a plantain appears exactly the same as that of
cocaine molded and painted to look like a plantain when both are put through an x-ray"
(Peters 2001). The density differences are projected across the entire width of the
container; if a container is very cluttered, the detection of contraband may be very difficult
as the x-ray image will also be cluttered and visually complex. Additionally, due to the
projection methods, contraband could be hidden in the shadow of a very dense piece of
cargo. However, the use of multiple x-ray beams can erase most of the shadow effects. As
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an example, the above image is of a tractor-trailer filled with television sets; with such a
complex image, it is clear that the detection of contraband may be very difficult. Due to
the nature of x-ray methods, specific materials cannot be identified; more advanced
technologies like gamma-ray systems can detect specific materials like drugs and
explosives.
X-ray systems generally take a few minutes to scan a standard 40-foot container
while some more advanced systems can take only a few seconds. However, total
inspection cycle times may range from seven to fifteen minutes or longer due to image
analysis (Bowser 2002). This could result in scanning less than 100 containers per day.
Gamma-Ray Inspection Systems
Gamma-ray inspection systems are an alternative to standard x-ray inspection
systems. These systems directly use gamma-rays or use pulsed fast neutrons to generate
gamma-rays to produce images of the container's contents, 3-D mappings of content
location, as well as other important information. For example, some systems can also
determine certain types of material inside the container based on atomic characteristics; a
few of these detectable materials are carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, silicon, chlorine, aluminum,
and iron (Brown 2002).
Claiming many benefits over x-ray technology, these gamma-ray systems may be a
key step towards an efficient NI process. Gamma-ray systems can scan standard 40-foot
containers in a few seconds and generate a total inspection time of less than a minute. The
average inspection throughput of a gamma-ray system is more than ten times faster than
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the quickest x-ray system. In a trial at the Port of Miami in 1998, a single gamma-ray
inspection unit resulted in the inspection of over 1,300 TEUs in a single shift (Snell 2002).
Gamma-ray systems can be produced as fixed-site, semi-fixed-site, or mobile units.
The semi-fixed-site units can be moved and set up in one to two days while the mobile
units can be driven to any spatially accommodating location in the port and can be made
operational by three people in approximately ten to fifteen minutes (McBee 2002). Fixed-
site systems may be of a pass through inspection type unit. Current vehicle pass through
speeds are approximately four to five miles per hour with future plans of more than ten
miles per hour. The systems can scan almost all types of cargo handled in the port
including standard containers, bulk cargo containers, truck trailers, and rail cars. Fixed-site
and mobile unit gamma-ray systems are pictured below in Figures 11 and 12.
Figure 11 - Fixed-site, rail-mounted unit (Snell 2002)
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Figure 12 - Mobile unit (McBee 2002)
Gamma-ray systems can cost from 3-20 times less than x-ray systems in terms of
initial capital investment and 4-5 times less in terms of installation costs. When
considering other benefits, gamma-ray systems can yield a cost per inspection that is 50
times less than that of conventional x-ray systems (Snell 2002).
Mobile gamma-ray inspection units were heavily utilized at the Port of Vancouver,
Canada in 1999 and 2000 and were responsible for the discovery of $700,000 worth of
stolen automobiles ready for illegal exportation. In the previously mentioned 1998 trial at
the Port of Miami, during the first 90-days of use, gamma-ray inspection units were
responsible for the recovery of six stolen vehicles worth over $200,000 (McBee 2002).
Summary
All technologies discussed have some measure of effectiveness in uncovering
WMDs concealed in containers that travel across the world. No one technology possesses
all the characteristics that would make it the ideal system. The most optimal solution is to
have a series of systems, each with its own strengths, that permits an inspector to make the
most informed decision as to the probability of a particular container housing a lethal
threat. For example, a radiation detector coupled with a gamma-ray inspection system and
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a vapor/trace detection system provides an abundance of information at a nominal cost.
Such an approach is feasible and the technology to implement it exists today.
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CHAPTER 7: ASSOCIATED COSTS
Background
There are three categories in which the impacts of terrorism and security
countermeasures can be divided:
" Primary Impacts
" Secondary Impacts
" Indirect Secondary Impacts
Primary impacts result from successful terrorist incidents. The focus is on actual
damage, casualties, and disruption. Direct secondary impacts encompass the effects of the
rescue and recovery effort. The focus in this second type of impact is on clearing damage,
mobilizing support resources, and mitigating congestion.
Indirect secondary impacts result from countermeasures to deter terrorism and
altered behavior due to the attack, not the actual attack itself. The initiator of the impact is
not solely public policy; it may be private companies or other for-profit and volunteer
organizations as well. The implications of indirect secondary impacts can be profound due
to their geographic breadth, functional scope, and potential persistence over time. There
are few exceptions to the rule that indirect secondary impacts are likely over time to
outweigh primary and direct secondary impacts.
Indirect secondary impacts of security countermeasures are fundamentally
economic. They can erode productivity by increasing the cost of providing private and
public services and by disrupting efficient business processes. Impacts can also be
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positive, such as eliminating network bottlenecks in mid-Atlantic rail service or improving
intransit visibility. Some indirect secondary impacts are rather straightforward and well
commented upon. Other impacts are more subtle, or less obvious, or less the subject of
public discussion (Wolfe 2001).
There is no comprehensive information about added costs of
security measures, only suggestive discussions, anecdotes, and
occasional nuggets of data. For example, Robert Delaney, a respected
observer of logistics trends, estimated that trucking and airfreight
carriers would incur $2 billion in added security costs. If Delaney is
correct, then his aggregate cost is estimates should be considered
relative to carrier profits and profit margins. That comparison makes
security costs appear more daunting because margins will not sustain
large new investments in security.
Insurance is an important component of increased security costs.
Rates, already rising for most freight-related coverages, accelerated
after September 11. No mode was unscathed. Better security practices
should yield lower future premiums for theft coverage, but they are
unlikely to lower terrorism or war risk premiums. Rates are a useful
measure, but Total Cost of Risk is a better metric: "the sum of a
company's outlays for insurance, retained losses, and risk management
administration." Insurers raised deductibles, are refusing coverage in
more cases, and some are withdrawing from cargo business lines. The
Total Cost of Risk is rising faster than rates. Some shippers and
carriers will be left with much greater risk exposure, and major losses
could put corporate survival at risk (Wolfe 2001).
This chapter is to provide insight into the major costs associated with terrorism,
impacts, and security measures recommended for the container industry. There are four
groups of costs that should be addressed when analyzing container security:
1. Direct costs of implementing suggested technology
2. Incurred cost due to indirect secondary impact of increased inspections
3. Revenue lost due to smuggling and theft
4. Potential cost savings due to enhanced supply chain efficiency
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The costs of implementing the overall security solution proposed in this thesis
should be shared by both public and private sectors. The Department of Homeland
Security has allocated additional resources since September 11 aimed at improving the
areas of documentation and inspections. Funding has been directed towards improving the
Automated Targeting System, installing Non-Intrusive Inspection technology into
container terminals, and allocating Customs officials dedicated to inspecting cargo.
The private sector can dramatically improve supply chain efficiency, information,
and control by installing the security and tracking technology suggested in Chapter 5. The
potential for cost savings realized by companies who implement such technology will be
established in this chapter. The net benefit of implementing such technology is extremely
contingent upon the value of goods being shipped. Therefore, on average, the net benefit
realized by shippers will range from $300 to $800 per container. The benefits that are
difficult to capture numerically such as enhanced customer service and the value of human
lives saved are not included in the net benefit presented. These benefits go above and
beyond cost savings and should be additional motivation for the private sector to step up
container security. Due to this win-win situation, private industry should help bear the
burden of enhancing the physical security of the containers.
Direct Costs of Implementing Technology
The direct costs of implementing the suggested technology can be broken down
into three primary areas:
. The costs of the actual hardware - RFID tags, readers, and signposts
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" Service costs associated with planning, designing, configuring, and installing
hardware
" Service costs associated with maintaining a secure, accessible, and timely
network
Infrastructure costs include the network equipment installed permanently at ports
and terminals, RFID seals applied to each container, and handheld readers at customer
specific locations. Implementation costs include personnel and travel expenses required to
assess, design, implement, test, and analyze the system. Operation costs include the
maintenance of the existing infrastructure and the costs of operating the information
database and interface. A service provider will be required to make a large, upfront
investment to build up the system before any revenue has been realized. Table 7 below are
critical cost assumptions to implement an RFID tracking network solely between Thailand
and Seattle. However, in order to make the service attractive to a large number of shippers
utilizing, the service providers will have to implement and extremely robust system. RFID
readers and signposts will have to be installed at multiple terminals and ports. Within each
terminal at the ports, readers will have to be installed in a way to ensure that both a
container's arrival and departure are recorded. Additionally, the solution requires the use
of handheld readers at the origination and delivery points.
Table 7 - Costs of Implementing a Tracking Network between Thailand and Seattle (APEC 2003)
Infrastructure $ 436,389 One Time
Implementation $ 3,433,046 One Time
Variable $82 Per Container
Operating $ 100,000 Per Year
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A cost-benefit analysis was performed by Bearing Point for the Asia Pacific
Economic Cooperation's Secure Trade in the APEC Region - Bangkok Laem Chabang
Efficient and Secure Trade (APEC's STAR-BEST) Project. The project determined the
costs and benefits of implementing an RFID network between Laem Chabang, Taiwan and
Seattle, Washington. The project concluded:
The financial viability of a full-scale implementation of the
solution across the Laem Chabang to Seattle tradelane is heavily
dependent on three key factors: volume, revenue per container, and
implementation time. To gain profitability, the service provider must
cover both variable and fixed costs. At a minimum, the revenue per
container must meet the variable costs. In this case, the RFID tag and
bolt cost of approximately $85 serves as that bottom range. As the
revenue per container increases, the number of containers that must be
moved through the system decreases. Given a likely price point of
approximately $220 per container and the cost assumptions given in
Table 7, the service provider would need to deploy a solution to support
approximately 8,000 containers annually to realize positive returns over
five years. (APEC 2003)
Indirect Secondary Impact: Increased Inspections
U.S. Customs currently inspects a small percentage of containers that arrive at U.S.
ports. While the risk that any one container will be selected for inspection is small, the
costs incurred by the importer in such a case can be high. The delay in getting the
container from the port to the distribution center (DC) adds to carrying costs. Random
inspections add variability to expected transit times and forces the importer to increase
safety stock levels. Customs guarantees that inspections will be reduced for containers
originating from companies in compliance with C-TPAT. It can also be assumed that
containers utilizing the RFID solution would receive even more favorable inspection rates.
A substantial drop in the probability of inspection could lead to substantial cost savings.
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Safety stock, the amount of inventory that must be kept on hand to ensure a target
service level, is highly dependent on transit time magnitude and variance. Reducing the
time it takes goods to be delivered to DCs, and the variability in that time, reduces the
amount of inventory a company must maintain on hand to guarantee service.
The network solution of implementing RFID and readers on containers has the
capability of reducing both time and variability. Variability would also drop as more
containers move straight from the terminal to the DC and as logistics personnel are
empowered to optimize decisions based on real time information. RFID allows for greater
supply chain visibility and confidence as the physical events of container flows are closely
connected to the data flows. The system provides exceptional management and decision
making capabilities to the shippers as problems arise. This leads to further potential
savings. The system will identify inefficiencies in the supply chain such as unnecessary
delays at ports, multiple transshipments, and misdirected containers. The shipper will also
be alerted immediately of such inefficiencies and can act to correct the problems.
The following economic model was developed by Hau L. Lee and Seungjin Whang
at the Graduate School of Business, Stanford University. The model captures the savings
due to inspections and safety stock as previously described. The lessons of successful
quality improvement programs were applied to develop the model. The central theme of
the quality movement - that higher quality can be attained at lower cost by proper
management and operation design - is applied to supply chain security (Lee 2003).
Let p be the inspection rate of containers arriving at a destination
port. Therefore, p can be interpreted as the probability that a container
load will be inspected by Customs. Given the heightened concerns of
terrorism and WMD, and the use of ATS, U.S. Customs has increased p
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from its former level. The immediate effect of this increase is that the
direct cost of inspection will increase, and it is expected that this cost
will be passed onto shippers and carriers. Besides the direct inspection
cost, additional inspections have led to congestion at the destination
ports, due to limited inspection resources. A simple queuing model can
be used to quantify the additional waiting time for the increased
inspection. The effect of increased inspection to overall transit time of
shipments is therefore: (1) added variability due to the fact that more
will now go through the inspection process; (2) added mean lead time
with a greater fraction of shipments going through inspection process;
(3) additional variability of transit lead time due to the variability of
waiting time at the port as the shipment goes through inspection.
The overall lead time, given by the sum of the transit
(transportation) lead time and the inspection dwell time (which would
be zero if a shipment does not have to go through inspection, but a
random variable equal to the total waiting time of the queuing system at
the inspection point), will ultimately affect both the pipeline inventory
(using Little's Formula) as well as the required safety stock at a
distribution center in the destination country. Suppose that the transit
lead time is independent of the inspection dwell time (Lee 2003). Let:
x = transit lead time in days, a random variable
y = inspection dwell time in days, a random variable
T = total lead time in days
E(T) = E(x) +pE(y)
Var(T)= Var(x) +pVar(y) +p(-p)[E(y)] 2
Note that E(y) and Var(y) are given by the queuing model that describes the
inspection process.
An approach to container security using RFID and other technologies already in use
applied to container security and tracking will have several impacts. First, electronic
submission of the bill of lading will be made possible and comply with Customs' 24 hour
rule. This will reduce the time that the manufacturer and the shipping lines have to spend
delivering the bill of lading to Customs. The result is savings in labor costs and some
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reduction in the in-transit lead time, which in itself has implications for in-transit inventory
and safety stock at the DC. Several shipping companies today have already implemented
these automated processes.
Second, with the containers equipped with the electronic seals and the processes for
source loading and in-transit shipment both tightly monitored, with the full compliance of
the 24 hour rule, and with a C-TPAT membership, U.S. Customs guarantees they will not
apply the same intensity of inspection.
Third, with increased visibility throughout the supply chain, and early information
on the content and transportation needs, some of the uncertainties in the transit process can
be reduced. This would result in a smaller value of Var(x).
Fourth, the use of e-seals and tracking data together with Customs' 24 hour rule
will allow the manufacturers DC to have advanced information on whether the shipment
will be inspected or not. Therefore, part of the uncertainty about the replenishment lead
time is resolved at the very beginning of the lead time itself. This results in a decrease of
the DC's safety stock requirements. To see this, Hau L. Lee further developed the
economic model, given in Appendix C, for safety stock requirements with and without the
visibility technology (Lee 2003).
Figure 13 summarizes the various cost savings as a result of enhanced supply chain
visibility.
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Figure 13: Cost Savings Categories (Lee 2003)
Cost Cost Elements Comments
Category
Bill of - Direct labor cost savings These savings are independent of the
Lading - In-transit inventory reduction amount of inspections carried out at the
Compliance due to more efficient bill of port of entry, and is a function of how
lading transmission process much the current process has already been
automated.
Tracking - Reduction in inspection cost These savings depend on how much
Efficiency - Reduction in pilferage reduction of inspection that Customs will
- In-transit inventory reduction give for Greenlane treatment. Pilferage
due to less inspection reduction is due to tighter monitoring of
the in-transit process.
Supply - Safety stock reduction as a These savings depend on how much
Chain result of reduction in the mean reduction in the mean and variance of lead
Confidence and variance of lead time time can be achieved by SST. The
- Safety stock reduction as a manufacturer should also have advanced
result of transparency of scientific inventory control system in place
advanced lead time to take advantage of such improvements.
information
Hau Lee uses some data from a high tech manufacturer participating in the Smart
and Secure Tradelanes initiative. The tradelane considered is from Malaysia, Singapore to
Seattle, Washington. The average value of goods in a forty equivalent unit (FEU)
container used for the case study was $300,000. The average value of a FEU container in
1998 was $62,000 (PMA 1999). Through increasing inspection levels on cargo not
certified by C-TPAT and not implementing new security technologies, Lee shows cost
avoidance and savings of upwards of $4,000 per container (Lee 2003).
Smuggling and Theft Losses
Depending on the value and type of inventory, many shippers contend with
pilferage of contents from containers and the outright disappearance of containers. It is
assumed that this solution will reduce pilferage incidents by acting as a deterrent.
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Additionally, when pilferage does occur, the attached RFID tag should immediately
transmit an emergency signal. Notification allows the shipper and carrier to take
immediate action to either stop the act in progress or begin dealing with the disruption.
The system can pinpoint the exact location where the intrusion occurred, and, as a result,
the shipper has a greater understanding of the supply chain's vulnerabilities.
Worldwide, cargo crimes account for estimated direct merchandise losses of as
much as $50 billion per year (Bangsberg 2000). Lou Tyska, the Chairman of the National
Cargo Security Council, claims in the United States alone, cargo theft is estimated to
account for as much as $25 billion in direct merchandise losses per year. Contraband
tobacco is a major profit center for international organized crime groups. The global
market for smuggled cigarettes is estimated to total $16 billion per year in lost tax revenues
(Mutschke 2000). An FIA international research (Crary 2002) estimates that about one
tenth of those losses, or an estimated $1.75 billion, are incurred in the United States.
These are figures effecting both the public and private sectors, and could be
dramatically reduced with tighter container security. A majority of these losses could be
recovered or prevented if container movement were tracked through the entire supply chain
and anti-tampering devices such as e-seals were used to detect tampering or theft attempts.
Enhanced Efficiency Savings
Since importers and exporters drive typical supply chain service provider
relationships, the focus of the Smart and Secure Tradelanes (SST), Phase One analysis was
on the costs and benefits to this important constituency. Based on Phase One economic
modeling, the general conclusion is that active RFID is a deployable and affordable
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technology that is suitable for a global supply chain security and efficiency network (SST
2003).
The SST study found that a single end-to-end move of a typical container nets $378
- $462 of potential value to the shipper when subtracting the operating and variable costs.
This amounts to 0.52% - 0.66% as a percentage of average total container value shipped in
SST, Phase One. The per container potential benefit ranges to a typical shipper are
summarized in Table 8:
Table 8 - Potential Benefits of Enhanced Efficiency (SST 2003)
Area of Potential Benefit Percentage of Potential Potential Benefit perBenefit Container
Reduction in Safety Stock .25% - .30% $173 -$211
Reduction in Pipeline Inventory .13% - .16% $91 - $111
Reduction of Service Charges 0.08% - 0.10% $56 - $68
Administrative Labor 0.04% - 0.05% $31 - $38
Reduction of Pilferage, 0.04% - 0.05% $28 - $34Inspections, Loss
Total 0.54% - 0.66% $378 - $462
The model used to develop this table assumes that the average cargo value of a
FEU container is $70,000. This assumption, as compared to Hau Lee's previously
mentioned, better reflects the industry as a whole. Operational benefits will be higher for
shipments valued over $70,000. However, low-value commodities will not derive nearly
as much meaningful economic benefit.
Summary
The financial models and theory provided in this chapter support the economic
benefits incurred from implementing technology to enhance supply chain visibility and
efficiency. These are critical results because they produce a win-win scenario for both
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security and logistics. The costs of implementing such technology are offset and exceeded
by the savings and additional costs avoided when the integrity of the container is
maintained and the efficiency and velocity at which it moves through the supply chain are
increased. The models and cost estimates maintain the approximate net benefit of $300 to
$800 per container shipment imported into the United States.
Companies importing goods into the United States should realize impressive
financial benefits by utilizing technology to secure, track, and manage their supply chains.
These benefits include:
" Improvement in visibility from better predictability and timeliness of cargo
shipments
" Cost avoidance related to emerging U.S. Customs' trade security measures
" Reductions in safety stock and inventory carrying costs from improvements in
trade compliance and in-transit visibility
" Improvement in customer service to sales channels and re-sellers
" Profit increases from improved product in-stock rates
" Reductions in incidences and direct costs of theft and pilferage
The majority of these result from greater supply chain visibility, transparency, and
process improvements, which will allow importers to reduce transit time variations and
inventory safety stocks.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION
Summary
The research in this thesis has provided a theoretical and analytical outlook on the
most promising solution to enhancing container security. The solutions presented for
improving security are encouraging not only for protecting the interests of the United
States, but the rest of the world as well. The incentive of realized savings for the private
sector provides the platform for reform.
As established, the container industry requires a solution which does not impede
the flow of commerce but significantly improves the security of the system. The
vulnerabilities have been pointed out and the lack of container security around the world is
still apparent.
The action taken thus far by both the public and private sectors to pursue the
security of the container industry should be applauded. The initiatives and reform already
in place are just the first steps towards the overall solution. The results are not only
encouraging but promising as well.
Supply chain management is becoming an increasingly more important business
function and method for corporations to gain a competitive advantage. Companies who
are innovative and effective in supply chain management have shown great success in the
past decade. Companies such as Wal-mart and Dell are two good examples of this theory.
Due to the ever increasing role of supply chains and their importance, it will only be a
matter of time before businesses implement technologies suggested as security solutions to
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enhance their visibility and control of the entire supply chain end-to-end. However, the
public sector must be extremely careful not to force the technology before it is ready.
Public and private sector leaders must make judgments about when new or
improved security products and processes are sufficiently stable and cost-effective to merit
implementation and possibly regulatory mandates. The ongoing set of pilot tests and
demonstrations are excellent tools to evaluate technology, and develop effective operating
procedures and industry best practices. Enabling the technology to work successfully
requires consistent and coherent international standards. Countries must not make this an
individual effort, rather it must be a globally coordinated and aligned approach. These
standards must be flexible enough to accommodate both a growing installed base and
continuous upgrades. The public sector must not rush into premature regulations.
Implementation of this technology before it is fully tested and developed could result in a
failure over the long run.
The network effect, the phenomenon whereby a service becomes more valuable as
more people use it, thereby encouraging ever-increasing numbers of adopters, presents
both barriers and opportunities for the implementation of the suggested security system.
The system's early cost will be high, but unit cost drop dramatically as utilization
increases. Simultaneously as the cost drops the security solution will become a more
valuable resource as infrastructure is built throughout the world.
To address the solution, the three areas of information, physical security, and
inspections must all be enhanced. This thesis has demonstrated the need and effective
approach to improving all three aspects. The ability of the information system to support
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the technology and analyze the information is the most critical factor to an effective risk
management approach. The capabilities and capacities of the information systems must be
the strongest link in this chain of integrated technologies.
However, the ultimate question that must be answered is what if a terrorist group
takes advantage of the current international trade system by placing a large, devastating
weapon inside a shipping container bound for the United States? What is it worth to the
government, the economy, and the public to reduce the chance of such an event occurring?
The cost of lives, property, and economic decline that would result from an attack using a
WMD delivered to the United States by a shipping container would be catastrophic. That
is why both the public and private sectors must take any action necessary to help protect
our homeland from another terrorist attack.
Overreactions to terrorist attacks can be extremely harmful indirect secondary
impacts. As supply chain security expert Steven Flynn pointed out, we must frame debate
so that inevitable security breakdowns are treated as military losses in the course of an
extended war, not as triggers for counterproductive overreaction (Flynn 2003).
While the benefits from increased supply chain efficiencies make the deployment
of this solution advantageous to importers in the United States, the benefits the solution
provides to transportation security are the most valuable.
Recommendations for Future Work
There are risks associated with certifying companies such as the members of C-
TPAT. Terrorists could use such preferential treatment to avoid Customs detection.
Therefore, auditing procedures and funding for such activities must be refined. Another
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vulnerability could be the actual manufacturing firms, which stand at the beginning of the
supply chain and are just upstream from the first logistics process initiated to move the
product through the chain. These manufacturing sites must be a certified credible source
and actively participate in security measures because if a terrorist were to penetrate the
supply chain at the manufacturing level it may be the most effective way to go undetected.
Furthermore, MIT faculty identified a "Conundrum of Security vs.
Standardization" which states that tighter security standards also create new security risks.
Every security advance will carry the seeds of another problem (MIT-CTL 2001).
Finally, the "Conundrum of Security vs. Standardization" also pointed out that
impacts will be asymmetric, as the costs and benefits fall unequally on firms, and
communities (MIT-CTL 2001). The regionalized impacts of container security should be
investigated in greater depth.
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IMPORTERS
Develop and implement a sound plan to enhance security procedures throughout your supply
chain. Where an importer does not control a facility, conveyance or process subject to these
recommendations, the importer agrees to make every reasonable effort to secure compliance by
the responsible party. The following are general recommendations that should be followed on a
case-by-case basis depending on the company's size and structure and may not be applicable to
all.
Procedural Security: Procedures should be in place to protect against unmanifested material
being introduced into the supply chain. Security controls should include the supervised
introduction/removal of cargo, the proper marking, weighing, counting and documenting of
cargo/cargo equipment verified against manifest documents, the detecting/reporting of
shortages/overages, and procedures for verifying seals on containers, trailers, and railcars. The
movement of incoming/outgoing goods should be monitored. Random, unannounced security
assessments of areas in your company's control within the supply chain should be conducted.
Procedures for notifying Customs and other law enforcement agencies in cases where anomalies
or illegal activities are detected, or suspected, by the company should also be in place.
Physical Security: All buildings and rail yards should be constructed of materials, which resist
unlawful entry and protect against outside intrusion. Physical security should include perimeter
fences, locking devices on external and internal doors, windows, gates and fences, adequate
lighting inside and outside the facility, and the segregation and marking of international,
domestic, high-value, and dangerous goods cargo within the warehouse by a safe, caged or
otherwise fenced-in area.
Access Controls: Unauthorized access to facilities and conveyances should be prohibited.
Controls should include positive identification all employees, visitors, and vendors. Procedures
should also include challenging unauthorized/unidentified persons.
Personnel Security: Companies should conduct employment screening and interviewing of
prospective employees to include periodic background checks and application verifications.
Education and Training Awareness: A security awareness program should be provided to
employees including the recognition of internal conspiracies, maintaining cargo integrity, and
determining and addressing unauthorized access. These programs should offer incentives for
active employee participation in security controls.
Manifest Procedures: Companies should ensure that manifests are complete, legible, accurate,
and submitted in a timely manner to Customs.
Conveyance Security: Conveyance integrity should be maintained to protect against the
introduction of unauthorized personnel and material. Security should include the physical search
of all readily accessible areas, the securing of internal/external compartments and panels, and
procedures for reporting cases in which unauthorized personnel, unmanifested materials, or signs
of tampering, are discovered.
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BROKERS
Develop and implement a sound plan to enhance security procedures. These are general
recommendations that should be followed on a case-by-case basis depending on the company's
size and structure and may not be applicable to all.
Procedural Security: Companies should notify Customs and other law enforcement agencies
whenever anomalies or illegal activities related to security issues are detected or suspected.
Documentation Processing: Brokers should make their best efforts to ensure that all
information provided by the importer/exporter, freight forwarder, etc., and used in the clearing of
merchandise/cargo, is legible and protected against the exchange, loss or introduction of
erroneous information. Documentation controls should include, where applicable, procedures
for:
" Maintaining the accuracy of information received, including the shipper and consignee
name and address, first and second notify parties, description, weight, quantity, and unit
of measure (i.e. boxes, cartons, etc.) of the cargo being cleared.
" Recording, reporting, and/or investigating shortages and overages of merchandise/cargo.
" Safeguarding computer access and information.
Personnel Security: Consistent with federal, state, and local regulations and statutes, companies
should establish an internal process to screen prospective employees, and verify employment
applications. Such an internal process could include background checks and other tests
depending on the particular employee function involved.
Education and Training Awareness: A security awareness program should include notification
being provided to Customs and other law enforcement agencies whenever anomalies or illegal
activities related to security are detected or suspected. These programs should provide:
" Recognition for active employee participation in security controls.
" Training in documentation fraud and computer security controls.
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MANUFACTURERS
Develop and implement a sound plan to enhance security procedures. These are general
recommendations that should be followed on a case by case basis depending on the company's
size and structure and may not be applicable to all. The company should have a written security
procedure plan in place that addresses the following:
Physical Security: All buildings should be constructed of materials, which resist unlawful entry
and protect against outside intrusion. Physical security should include:
* Adequate locking devices for external and internal doors, windows, gates, and fences.
" Segregation and marking of international, domestic, high-value, and dangerous goods
cargo within the warehouse by a safe, caged, or otherwise fenced-in area.
" Adequate lighting provided inside and outside the facility to include parking areas.
" Separate parking area for private vehicles separate from the shipping, loading dock, and
cargo areas.
" Having internal/external communications systems in place to contact internal security
personnel or local law enforcement police.
Access Controls: Unauthorized access to the shipping, loading dock and cargo areas should be
prohibited. Controls should include:
" The positive identification of all employees, visitors and vendors.
* Procedures for challenging unauthorized/unidentified persons.
Procedural Security: Measures for the handling of incoming and outgoing goods should include
the protection against the introduction, exchange, or loss of any legal or illegal material. Security
controls should include:
" Having a designated security officer to supervise the introduction/removal of cargo.
" Properly marked, weighed, counted, and documented products.
" Procedures for verifying seals on containers, trailers, and railcars.
" Procedures for detecting and reporting shortages and overages.
" Procedures for tracking the timely movement of incoming and outgoing goods.
" Proper storage of empty and full containers to prevent unauthorized access.
" Procedures to notify Customs and other law enforcement agencies in cases where
anomalies or illegal activities are detected or suspected by the company.
Personnel Security: Companies should conduct employment screening and interviewing of
prospective employees to include periodic background checks and application verifications.
Education and Training Awareness: A security awareness program should be provided to
employees including recognizing internal conspiracies, maintaining product integrity, and
determining and addressing unauthorized access. These programs should encourage active
employee participation in security controls.
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WAREHOUSES
Develop and implement a sound plan to enhance security procedures. These are general
recommendations that should be followed on a case-by-case basis depending on the company's
size and structure and may not be applicable to all. Warehouses as defined in this guideline are
facilities that are used to store and stage both Customs bonded and non-bonded cargo. The
company should have a written security procedure plan in place addressing the following:
Physical Security: All buildings should be constructed of materials, which resist unlawful entry
and protect against outside intrusion. Physical security should include:
* Adequate locking devices for external and internal doors, windows, gates and fences.
* Adequate lighting provided inside and outside the facility to include parking areas.
* Segregation and marking of international, domestic, high-value, and dangerous goods
cargo within the warehouse by a safe, caged, or otherwise fenced-in area.
* Separate parking area for private vehicles separate from the shipping, loading dock, and
cargo areas.
* Having internal/external communications systems in place to contact internal security
personnel or local law enforcement police.
Access Controls: Unauthorized access to facilities should be prohibited. Controls should
include:
" The positive identification of all employees, visitors, and vendors.
" Procedures for challenging unauthorized/unidentified persons.
Procedural Security: Procedures should be in place to protect against unmanifested material
being introduced into the warehouse. Security controls should include:
* Having a designated security officer to supervise the introduction/removal of cargo.
* Properly marked, weighed, counted, and documented cargo/cargo equipment verified
against manifest documents.
* Procedures for verifying seal on containers, trailers, and railcars.
" Procedures for detecting and reporting shortages and overages.
* Procedures to notify Customs and other law enforcement agencies in cases where
anomalies or illegal activities are detected or suspected by the company.
* Proper storage of empty and full containers to prevent unauthorized access.
Personnel Security: Companies should conduct employment screening and interviewing of
prospective employees to include periodic background checks and application verifications.
Education and Training Awareness: A security awareness program should be provided to
employees including recognizing internal conspiracies, maintaining cargo integrity, and
determining and addressing unauthorized access. These programs should encourage active
employee participation in security controls.
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AIR CARRIERS
Develop and implement a sound plan to enhance security procedures. These are general
recommendations that should be followed on a case-by-case basis depending on the company's
size and structure and may not be applicable to all.
Conveyance Security: Aircraft integrity should be maintained to protect against the introduction
of unauthorized personnel and material. Conveyance security procedures should include the
physical search of all readily accessible areas, securing all internal/external compartments and
panels, and reporting cases in which unmanifested materials, or signs of tampering, are
discovered.
Access Controls: Unauthorized access to the aircraft should be prohibited. Controls should
include the positive identification of all employees, visitors and vendors as well as procedures
for challenging unauthorized/unidentified persons.
Procedural Security: Procedures should be in place to protect against unmanifested material
being introduced aboard the aircraft. Security controls should include complete, accurate and
advanced lists of international passengers, crews, and cargo, as well as a positive baggage match
identification system providing for the constant security of all baggage. All cargo/cargo
equipment should be properly marked, weighed, counted, and documented under the supervision
of a designated security officer. There should be procedures for recording, reporting, and/or
investigating shortages and overages, and procedures to notify Customs and other law
enforcement agencies in cases where anomalies or illegal activities are detected or suspected by
the carrier.
Manifest Procedures: Companies should ensure that manifests are complete, legible, accurate,
and submitted in a timely manner to Customs.
Personnel Security: Employment screening, application verifications, the interviewing of
prospective employees and periodic background checks should be conducted.
Education and Training Awareness: A security awareness program should be provided to
employees including recognizing internal conspiracies, maintaining cargo integrity, and
determining and addressing unauthorized access. These programs should encourage active
employee participation in security controls.
Physical Security: Carrier's buildings, warehouses, and on & off ramp facilities should be
constructed of materials which resist unlawful entry and protect against outside intrusion.
Physical security should include adequate locking devices for external and internal doors,
windows, gates and fences. Perimeter fencing should also be provided, as well as adequate
lighting inside and outside the facility; including parking areas. There should also be segregation
and marking of international, domestic, high-value, and dangerous goods cargo within the
warehouse by means of a safe, cage, or otherwise fenced-in area.
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SEA CARRIERS
Develop and implement a sound plan to enhance security procedures. These are general
recommendations that should be followed on a case-by-case basis depending on the company's
size and structure and may not be applicable to all.
Conveyance Security: Vessel integrity should be maintained to protect against the introduction
of unauthorized personnel and material. Conveyance security should include the physical search
of all readily accessible areas, the securing all internal/external compartments and panels as
appropriate, and procedures for reporting cases in which unmanifested materials, or signs of
tampering, are discovered.
Access Controls: Unauthorized access to the vessel should be prohibited. Controls should
include the positive identification of all employees, visitors, and vendors. Procedures for
challenging unauthorized/unidentified persons should be in place.
Procedural Security: Procedures should be in place to protect against unmanifested material
being introduced aboard the vessel. Security procedures should provide for complete, accurate
and advanced lists of crews and passengers. Cargo should be loaded and discharged in a secure
manner under supervision of a designated security representative and shortages/overages should
be reported appropriately. There should also be procedures for notifying Customs and other law
enforcement agencies in cases where anomalies or illegal activities are detected, or suspected, by
the company.
Manifest Procedures: Manifests should be complete, legible, accurate and submitted in a timely
manner pursuant to Customs regulations.
Personnel Security: Employment screening, application verifications, the interviewing of
prospective employees and periodic background checks should be conducted.
Education and Training Awareness: A security awareness program should be provided to
employees including recognizing internal conspiracies, maintaining cargo integrity, and
determining and addressing unauthorized access. These programs should encourage active
employee participation in security controls.
Physical Security: Carrier's buildings should be constructed of materials, which resist unlawful
entry and protect against outside intrusion. Physical security should include adequate perimeter
fencing, lighting inside and outside the facility, and locking devices on external and internal
doors, windows, gates, and fences.
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LAND CARRIERS
Develop and implement a sound plan to enhance security procedures. These are general
recommendations that should be followed on a case-by-case basis depending on the company's
size and structure and may not be applicable to all.
Conveyance Security: Integrity should be maintained to protect against the introduction of
unauthorized personnel and material. Conveyance security procedures should include the
physical search of all readily accessible areas, securing all internal/external compartments and
panels, and procedures for reporting cases in which unmanifested materials, or signs of
tampering, are discovered.
Physical Security: All carrier buildings and rail yards should be constructed of materials, which
resist unlawful entry and protect against outside intrusion. Physical security should include
adequate locking devices on external and internal doors, windows, gates and fences. Perimeter
fencing should be addressed, as well as adequate lighting inside and outside the facility, to
include the parking areas. There should be segregation and marking of international, domestic,
high-value, and dangerous goods cargo within the warehouse by a safe, caged or otherwise
fenced-in area.
Access Controls: Unauthorized access to facilities and conveyances should be prohibited.
Controls should include the positive identification of all employees, visitors, and vendors as well
as procedures for challenging unauthorized/unidentified persons.
Procedural Security: Procedures should be in place to protect against unmanifested material
being introduced aboard the conveyance. Security controls should include the proper marking,
weighing, counting, and documenting of cargo/cargo equipment under the supervision of a
designated security representative. Procedures should be in place for verifying seals on
containers, trailers, and railcars, and a system for detecting and reporting shortages and overages.
The timely movement of incoming and outgoing goods should be tracked and there should be
procedures for notifying Customs and other law enforcement agencies in cases where anomalies
or illegal activities are detected or suspected by the company.
Manifest Procedures: Companies should ensure that manifests are complete, legible, accurate,
and submitted in a timely manner to Customs.
Personnel Security: Companies should conduct employment screening and interviewing of
prospective employees to include periodic background checks and application verifications.
Education and Training Awareness: A security awareness program should be provided to
employees including recognizing internal conspiracies, maintaining cargo integrity, and
determining and addressing unauthorized access. These programs should encourage active
employee participation in security controls,
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AIR FREIGHT CONSOLIDATORS/
OCEAN TRANSPORTATION INTERMEDIARIES, AND NVOCCS
Develop and implement a sound plan to enhance security procedures. These are general
recommendations that should be followed on a case-by-case basis depending on the company's
size and structure and may not be applicable to all.
Procedural Security: Companies should notify Customs and other law enforcement agencies
whenever anomalies or illegal activities related to security issues are detected or suspected.
Documentation Processing: Consolidators should make their best efforts to ensure that all
information provided by the importer/exporter, freight forwarder, etc., and used in the clearing of
merchandise/cargo, is legible and protected against the exchange, loss or introduction of
erroneous information. Documentation controls should include, where applicable, procedures
for:
" Maintaining the accuracy of information received, including the shipper and consignee
name and address, first and second notify parties, description, weight, quantity, and unit
of measure (i.e. boxes, cartons, etc.) of the cargo being cleared.
" Recording, reporting, and/or investigating shortages and overages of merchandise/cargo.
" Tracking the movement of incoming and outgoing cargo.
" Safeguarding computer access and information.
Companies should participate in the Automated Manifested System (AMS) and all data
submissions should be complete, legible, accurate and submitted in a timely manner pursuant to
Customs regulations.
Personnel Security: Consistent with federal, state, and local regulations and statutes, companies
should establish an internal process to screen prospective employees, and verify applications.
Such an internal process could include background checks and other tests depending on the
particular employee function involved.
Education and Training Awareness: A security awareness program should include notification
being provided to Customs and other law enforcement agencies whenever anomalies or illegal
activities related to security are detected or suspected. These programs should provide:
* Recognition for active employee participation in security controls.
* Training in documentation fraud and computer security controls.
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Appendix B: Port Security Grant Program Funding
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
Transportation Security Administration
Port Security Grant Pr
AK Depart of Transportation & Public Facilities
City and Borough of Juneau Engineering Department
SouthEast Stevedoring Corporation
Benicia Port Terminal Company
Harbor Dept. of the City of Long Beach
Total Terminals Intemational Pier T Long Beach
City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles Harbor Department
Trans Pacific Container Service Corp.
Pacific Harbor Line, Inc.
Alameda Corridor Transportation Authority
Vopak Terminal Los Angeles Inc.
West Basin Container Terminal, Inc.
Seaside Transportation Services, Port of L.A.
Shell Oil Products, U.S. Martinez Refinery
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Total Terminals International Berth 55-56 Oakland Owkan CA $476,00C
Seaside Transportation Services, Port of Oakland 00kiand CA $376,000
Port of Redwood City Redwood ty CA $OW
Port of Richmond, California Vchmond CA $9000
San Diego Unified Port District S6R Diego $1435,75C
Red and White Fleet San Francisco CA $445
Port of San Francisco San Francisco CA V37500(
Golden Gate Bridge, Highway and Transportation Dis San Francisco CA $520,00
Stockton Port District CA
California Ammonia Company Stockton CA 000
City of Vallejo, California Vollejo CA
Eagle Marine Services, Ltd. Angeles/Oakland/Seattle QAWA
Motiva Enterprises LLC CT
Consumers Petroleum of Ct., Inc CT $2ZOO
Hoffman Fuel Company of Bridgeport Inc srdep CT $201
New Haven Terminal, Inc. New Haven CT
Williams Energy Partners New H4, CT
State of Connecticut NewHaven CT $75000
Motiva Enterprises LLC New Have CT$
City of New Haven, Connecticut New Haven CT $$1,11
Gateway Terminal Nei Havon CT
Nelseco Navigation Company New London CT
Cross Sound Ferry Services Inc. New London 4602f
Heating Oil Partners LP DDLC Energy New London CT
Fishers Island Ferry District New London CT
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New Haven/
Getty Terminals Corp. New-Provience CT/NJ/R $195,4M
Spirit Marine Incorporated washington/New York DC/NY
Motiva Enterprises, LLC beleware Cy DE $1 200
City of Delaware City - Police Department DetewrC DE $94,20(
Canaveral Port Authority Cape Canaveral FL $435,0
Ocean Highway and Port Authority Femltc FL
G&G Shipping, Inc PttLuderd FL
Broward County Board of County Commissioners Ft Lauderdale FL$
Jacksonville Seaport Authority aka JAXPORT v9le- FL $96,762
Support Terminals Operating Partnership, L.P. Jacksonville FL $384,00
Dante B. Fascell Port of Miami-Dade FL - 81,M
Port of Palm Beach District Palm r Beah FL $2101
Manatee County Port Authority L 2,280,246
Coastal Fuels Marketing, Inc. L $710 ON
Tampa Port Authority FL $4,OW,
Chatham County $avannah GA
CITGO Asphalt Refining Company Savannah GA
Southern LNG Inc. avna 7A 12 Waft
Georgia Ports Authority Savannah GA $1528,0
ConocoPhillips, Lubricants GA
Matson Navigation Company HI $8050
The Gas Company, Division of Citizens Communicatio Howfulu HI $630'%1
State of Hawaii - Department of Transportation Honolulu HI $645OW
Tesoro Hawaii Corporation HonOulu H ;
Chevron Products Company - Hawaii Refinery Honolulu HI $625,000
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State of Hawaii, Dept. of Land & Natural Resources Kalit Kona HI $1,45000
Tri-City Regional Port District Granite City L
BASF Corporation Joliet L $75,0C
Portage/Jeffersonvilte/Mt.
Indiana Port Commission Veron IN 8,80
Mississippi County Port Authority Hickman KY
Plaquemines Port Harbor & Terminal District Belle Chasse A $000
LOOP LLC Deepwater Port Complex LA $772,3W
Shell Chemical LP Geismar A
CITGO Petroleum Corporation, LCMC Lake Charles" LA $3,4 7
PPG Industries, Inc. Lake hare A $Row
Williams Energy Partners, LP Wrrpro A
P&O Ports Louisiana, Inc. NOW Oreans A
Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans New Or ps A $66500
Bunge North America O$ %
Motiva Enterprises L.L.C Norco A 250
Shell Chemical LP Norco LA
Greater Lafourche Port Commission PortFourchon LA$
Caddo-Bossier Parishes Port Commission ShreveportA
Ergon St. James, Inc. St. James A $60
Venice Energy Services Company, L.L.C. Venice'L$1,4%
Vopak Terminal Westwego Inc. Westwego LA 0
Farvoy/Chicago/Getena LA/IL/TX/NJ
Kinder Morgan Energy Partners, L.P. Park/Newark/Phitadelphia 'PA $932,124
Massachusetts State Police Boston A
Massachusetts Port Authority BostonA 
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Massachusetts Environmental Police on A $360A=
Distrigas of Massachusetts LLC Avere 
Everett Police Department MA $
New BedfordiGloucester/Fal
Govemor's Seaport Advisory Council River/Salemn MA 4 0
Town of Oak Bluffs Emergency Management
Department Oak Bluffs MA$250
Woods Hole Steamship Authority Aods Hole M
Global Companies, LLC Nevere/Portind MANE 4243,81
Maryland Port Administration Vaate MD
CNX Marine Terminals Inc. 3altmore MD $2 3
City of Baltimore 3a1imore MD $750,00
City of Portland Portland :ME $1%2960
Maine Port Authority arbo ME $63288C
City of Ludington Police Department $35,=
Lake Michigan Carferry Lvdingt $I
BASF Corporation Hannba MO $125,00
Mississippi State Port Authority at Gulfport rMS
Port of Pascagoula via Michael J. Kondracki Pasoagoula MS $5215(
North Carolina State Ports Authority Wngton C 4,70,M
Sea-3, Inc. Neigo H $8OA00
Intemational Matex Tank Terminals NJ
Global Terminal & Container Services, Inc. JJrseOtyNC
ConocoPhillips Company Lnden NJ VWX
ST Linden Terminal, LLC Unden NJ WO 000
waterfront commission of new york harbor New Yor NJ
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Motiva Enterprises LLC Newark NJ $220;00C
NewarkBayshore/Cape
New Jersey Department of Transportation May/Pt.Pleasant NJ 2,29
CITGO Petroleum Paulsboro NJ
Motiva Enterprises LLC NJ $15,0
K-Sea Transportation Corp NY YokY69*6
New York City Department of Transportation ew York NY
Maritime Association of the Port of NY/NJ New Y6r NY
Circle Line - Statue of Liberty Ferry Inc. wYok00
The Port Authority of New York & New Jersey New YorY
Canadian American Transportation Systems, LLC PoYcheste NY
Cleveland-Cuyahoga County Port Authority Cleveland OH
Dow Chemical Co. iitOr/luntington OH
Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority -oled OH $44
The City of Tulsa - Rogers County Port Authority T(*1 OK
Multnomah County Sheriffs Office Portand OR
Regional Maritime Security Coalition-Columbia Rive Pran&_ OR O
Philadelphia Regional Port Authority PA
Sunoco, Inc. (R&M) Philadepio PA $665,
Sunoco, Inc. (R&M) Phietphis A
Sunoco,Inc. Phiadelphia. PA $665 1
Delaware River Port Authority Philadelphia PA
Great Lakes Terminal & Transport of PA Pitburgh PA$
Sunoco logistics l.p. Tinicum Township PA $
Peerless Oil & Chemicals, Inc. Penuelas PR $22000
Port of Ponce Ponce PR
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Puerto Rico Ports Authority San JW PR $IM
Crowley Maritime Corporation 'PR 40,00C
Demaco Corporation San Juan R
Interstate Navigation Company karaganset $46,00C
ProvPort, Inc. 4i\dence R $50,W-
TE Products Pipeline Company, Limited Partnership rovidence R $259AX
South Carolina State Ports Authority hadeston SC
Spirit Line Cruises - Fort Sumter Tours, Inc. harleston SC
Memphis & Shelby County Port Commission Memphis TN
Port of Beaumont Navigation District ;eaumon TX
Neches Industrial Park, Inc. $223,M
Transmontaigne Product Services, Inc. r sville Xc
Port of Corpus Christi Authority TX
CITGO Refining and Chemicals Company L.P. :tpus Chist TX
Brazos River Harbor Navigation District
The Dow Chemical Company Freeport TX $741 AZ 0
Williams Energy Partners Gana PAk TX $227
Port of Galveston TX
Vopak Terminal Galena Park Inc. Gelen Park TX
Port of Houston Authority Harris County Texas -TX $2,54020(
Stolthaven Houston, Inc. Houston TX
Port Terminal Railroad Association TX $1346,531
Odfjell Terminals (Houston) LP Houston TX
Sunoco Partners Marketing & Terminals LP Nederland X
Sunoco Chemicals (formerly Airstech Chemical Corp) Pasadena-- $1a3,054
Motiva Enterprises, LLC Port Arthur TX $307,8
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Port of Port Lavaca I Point Comfort Port Lawa TX
Port of Texas City Texas City TX $25D,
Victoria Cnty Navigation Distrct /Port of Victoria Victora TX $448
City of Chesapeake Chesapeake VA
Atlantic Energy, Inc. ChesApeake VA $21477C
Mid Atlantic Terminals, LLC Chesapeake VA $4432C
Virginia Marine Resources Commission Hampton Roads VA
Virginia Port Authority Norfolk VA $3,90,40(
City of Norfolk NOrfOk VA $193,76
BASF Corporation Portsmouth A $W400C
Port of Richmond Richmond A $,U
Virginia Beach Police Department VirginsiBeach A
Hovensa LLC ChrisIansted $ 340 00C
V.I. Water & Power Authority Christiarsted $ C
The West Indian Company Limited St Thomas $ 4
Tesoro Refining and Marketing Company Anatortes WA
Port of Port Angeles Port Angeles WA $1000
Washington State Ferries Seattle WA $6,892,588
Port of Seattle Seattle WA
Clipper Navigation, Inc. Seattle WA
Total Terminals Intemational T-46 Seattle Seattle WA $392,00C
City of Tacoma Police Department Tacoma WA
Tidewater Barge Lines Vancouver WA $8,59
Seattle/Los Angeles/Long
SSA Pacific Terminals Inc Beach/Oakland WA/CA $1,699,51C
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Article I. OPERATION SAFE COMMERCE
Grantee Name ST Total Value
Port of Los Angeles/Long Beach CA $,250,356
The Port Authority of NY & NJ NY $6747,227
Port of Seattle/Tacoma WA 131302,79
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,T-acom~altimwre/Eizabeth/ IA/MD/NJ/
Portsmouth/Chardeston/Hous, VA/$C/TX/
APM Terminals North America, Inc. nJacksvik l 66600
PPG Industries, Inc. Now Martinvie wv
Total $169,055,136
Appendix C: Economic Model for Safety Stock Savings through Visibility and Control
(Lee 2003)
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Let:
p = mean daily demand of product
a = standard deviation of the daily demand of the product
R = inter-replenishment time in days for the DC
k = safety stock factor
p' = new inspection rate with enhanced security and visibility
1 - 0 = percentage reduction of the transit time variance as a result enhanced security and
visibility. Hence, the new transit time variance would be given by OVar(x).
Without the technology, under the current processes, the safety stock is given by (Silver
1998):
so =kdp'Var(T)+a2E(T+R)
With the technology, advanced information about the lead time statistics is obtained, and
therefore the safety stock, based on the knowledge of whether inspection is needed or not, could
be adjusted. The resulting safety stock is:
S1 = kp' Jp2[OVar(x)+Var(y)]+&2[E(x)+ E(y) + R]+(1 p') pI2OVar(x) +2[E(x) R])
In order to prove the reduction in safety stock, Si So. Let:
H, = p2Var(y) + &2E(y) + H2 , and
H2 = g2OVar(x) + G2[E(x) + R]
Then, the expression So k pH + (1-p)H2 can be made, and
S = k p' VH + (1- p) H 2 . Note that, for any random variable Z, E(Z) E(VZ), based on
Jensen's inequality. Hence:
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So 0 k pH1 +(l- p)H, k[p H+(1-p)V H 2]k[p' H1 +(-p)H =S
The last inequality above follows from the fact that p > p' and H -> H2.
One of the values of implementing the technology to improve supply chain visibility and
security is the advanced information on lead time provided to the manufacturer. This
information is more valuable than simply reducing the variance of lead time. This is
demonstrated by a simple analysis developed by Hau Lee. Let t be the random variable denoting
the exposure time, and pt and a be the mean and standard deviation of demand per unit time.
With advanced knowledge of t, it is possible that the manufacturer can dynamically adjust the
safety stock at each replenishment instance. Without advanced lead time knowledge, the safety
stock requirement is k p 2 Var(t) + a 2 E(t) , where k is the safety factor. With advanced lead
time knowledge, the average safety stock requirement is kaE(-Vi). The safety stock requirement
without advanced lead time knowledge is expressed as:
k p2Var(t) +a 2 E(t) = k pVar(t) +G 2 [Var(li) + (EJ) 2 kaE(1it)
The difference of the two safety stock requirements is greater with higher values of Var(t)
and Var(-). With advanced lead time knowledge, safety stock can be reduced not only from
the g2Var(t) term, but also the a2Var(Y) term as well.
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